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DEDICATION

To my family.

iv

EPIGRAPH

The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and the
determination that whether we win or lose, we have applied the best of ourselves
to the task at hand.
Vince Lombardi.

A table, a chair, a bowl of fruit and a violin; what else does a man need to be
happy?
Albert Einstein.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Multiuser diversity and fair resource allocation in wireless
heterogeneous networks

by

Anh H. Nguyen
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
(Communication Theory and Systems)
University of California, San Diego, 2014
Professor Bhaskar Rao, Chair
In wireless communications, it is of utmost importance to exploit multi-user
diversity and at the same time provide satisfactory quality of service for all users.
However, these two goals often conflict with each other. On one hand, multiuser
diversity is maximized by selecting the user with the best channel condition. On the
other, ensuring fairness among users demands the allocation of network resources
to those who do not necessarily have the best channel conditions. Whenever a
user with a poorer channel condition is selected, there is a certain loss in the
overall system throughput. The major objective of this thesis is to find scheduling
algorithms that guarantee fairness with minimal performance tradeoff.
First, we consider multi-user diversity in a multi-user MIMO system. When

xvii

zero-forcing beam-forming transmission technique is used, the system needs to find
a subset of users such that the transmission to these users results in the highest
throughput. As the number of users grows, the complexity of the user subset
selection increases exponentially. To address this issue, simple user-subset-selection
algorithms have been developed that can perform well and are very close to the
optimal ones found through an exhaustive search.
Maximizing system throughput is a key factor in ensuring high network
performance, but guaranteeing service provision to all users is no less important.
To support fairness among users, cumulative distribution function (CDF) scheduling is utilized because of the its capability to precisely control allocation for each
user. The CDF scheduling algorithm requires knowledge of the channel distribution among all users. However, the channel distribution or even an approximation
of it is hard to obtain in real systems. In this dissertation, two classes of practical,
CDF-based scheduling algorithms are developed. They are the non-parametric
CDF scheduling (NPCS), used when the channel model is unknown, and the parametric CDF scheduling (PCS), used when the channel model is known. These
algorithms are shown to frequently outperform the well-known Proportional Fair
(PF) scheduling method, and may be viable alternatives to it. The performance of
the developed scheduling technique is then carefully analyzed and verified through
simulations under various channel models. In order to apply them in real systems,
these algorithms are first proposed for continuous rate transmission. Modified versions are then developed for finite rate transmission and limited feedback resources.
Lastly, we analyze throughput of heterogeneous relay OFDMA systems using CDF scheduling with partial feedback. The scheduling problem is even more
challenging with the incorporation of relays because of the different coherent time
on their two hops. The CDF scheduling algorithm is modified to satisfy shortterm fairness among users. In addition, performance of different feedback schemes
in a wideband multi-user system are compared. Among the considered schemes,
thresholding feedback is numerically shown to have the lowest feedback requirement, given a certain probability of feedback availability.

xviii

Chapter 1
Introduction

1

2
In wireless communications, it is critical to exploit multi-user diversity to
better utilize network resources and improve the overall system performance. In
general, mobile users scattering around the network are very diverse both in channel statistics and in service requirements. There has been much work in the past
addressing the problem of multi-user diversity and user service requirements. One
extreme solution is maximum rate scheduling, [2] which selects the user with the
best channel quality. In maximum rate scheduling, there is no mechanism to make
sure every user will be allocated. Because of this, some users who are far from
the BS will almost never be allocated resources. Another extreme is round robin
as in [3], which sequentially allocates resources to users. This scheduling method
supports user fairness because each user can be served equally or proportionally
to their requirements. However, round robin fails to exploit multi-user diversity
because it does not select users based on their channel quality. As a consequence,
maximum rate scheduling has the highest system throughput without guaranteeing service for all users, round robin ensures fairness to users with poor system
performance. Because both fairness and performance are key factors of a wireless
network, finding a suitable tradeoff between these two priorities is the major goal
of scheduling algorithms.
Many scheduling methods have been developed to tackle the problem of
balancing performance and fairness. These methods can be classified into temporal
fairness [4], proportional fairness (PF) [5, 6, 7], and utilitarian fairness [8]. In
temporal fairness, each user is ensured a certain share of time by adding suitable
offsets, so that users with larger channel attenuation can still compete for resources.
This method requires exact channel distribution in order to precisely control the
allocation of resources to users. Its major limitation is that in general, it has
no sign of the mention tradeoff optimality. In fact, significant loss in system
throughput have been observed [9]. In utilitarian fairness, the scheduler allocates
resources in a way that maximizes a selected utility function. The utility function
is selected upon the systems preference, and scheduling algorithms often perform
well if they are well characterized by the corresponding utility functions. However,
when success is measured by fairness and throughput, an algorithm that is optimal
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in terms of a specific utility function may not necessarily be a good algorithm.
To provide a good tradeoff between fairness and the consumed network
resources that are reflected in system performance, PF is proposed in [5]. The
PF algorithm considers both the instantaneous rate, which is a reflection of multiuser diversity, and user fairness, which is represented by the amount of resources
each user has received in the previous period. The algorithm selects the user with
the highest relative fraction between the instantaneous rate and the average rate.
PF is a simple and very efficient scheduling algorithm. It can adjust portions of
resources for users by tuning its parameters. It can also change the window size
used in calculating the previous average throughput, and in doing so, incorporate
options in maintaining short-term fairness. However, it is hard to verify whether
the tradeoff between fairness and throughput in PF is optimal or not. There might
be better algorithms, which suggests the need for further exploration.
The term ”fairness” is very general, and can be understood in a variety of
different ways. It might mean that each user gets a similar amount of resources,
or it might be interpreted differently. The first definition of fairness does not take
into account the diversity in different users service requirements. For example, a
user watching real-time video should receive higher throughput than a user working with a text application. This dissertation understand fairness as the allocation
of resources to each user according to their needs. The study stresses the prioritization of users. The study also takes into account the fact the systems ability to
provide service is location-dependent. We aim to develop scheduling mechanisms
that better address users location-dependent characteristics, exploit multi-user diversity, and sufficiently meet users service requirements.
The main focus of my thesis is on cumulative distribution function (CDF)
scheduling, which determines users service requirements and prioritizes them based
on location-dependent channel characteristics and the distribution functions of the
channels. One of the advantages of CDF scheduling is the algorithms ability to
precisely allocate predetermined portions of network resources to all users. A major
drawback of this algorithm is that it is based on the users channel distribution
functions, which are difficult to capture accurately in a real-world context. One
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of the goals of this study is to develop effective algorithms that can be applied to
real networks.
It is observed that spatial and multi-user diversity are very useful in combating fading and in achieving robust communication to the users. By selecting
suitable users for transmission, we are able to communicate on good channels and
avoid weak ones. The problem of choosing the right user on each spatial mode
while ensuring spatial diversity is complex, and this complexity grows exponentially with the size of the system. Because an exhaustive search is not always
possible, different user selection algorithms with varying tradeoff between performance and complexity are developed to meet system requirements and computational capability. Among these algorithms, the Greedy approach is the simplest.
It sequentially selects a user for each spatial mode in a way that the combination of the newly selected user and the already selected ones results in the highest
system throughput increment. Then, the committee machine and evolutionary
approaches are proposed. These two algorithms achieve better system throughput
and can approach the system throughput using the exhaustive search.
The study also considers fairness and the priority of users. It applies CDFbased scheduling to support priorities of users. A notable characteristic of CDF
scheduling is that every user is guaranteed to get a precise, predefined portion of the
total network resources. However, there is the fact that channel quality to a user
under fast fading can have any distribution. The channel characteristics depend
on the transmission environment, which encompasses rich or few scatterers, lineof-sight or non-line-of-sight transmission, the material of the surrounding objects,
and many more factors. Because of these factors, a users channel quality can have
any distribution which is not restricted, or looks similar to any single constructed
model such as Rayleigh, Nakagami-m or log-normal. It is therefore difficult to find
a channel model that can represent the distribution of channel gain for any user.
Instead, it would be beneficial to develop methods to directly make scheduling
decisions from the fed-back CQI without explicitly learning the channel model.
Following this track, the study develops several classes of practical CDFscheduling algorithms named NPCS and PCS. Interestingly, CDF scheduling can
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perform efficiently based on the explicit fed-back CQI, even with no knowledge
of channel distribution. In real networks with constrained feedback capability,
explicit CQI is not generally available. Instead, the base station (BS) only has a
quantized version of the CQI or partial feedback. Because of this, it is necessary
to modify CDF scheduling to make it suitable for a limited feedback system. Since
receiving feedback information requires network resources, it is critical to wisely
use the constrained feedback resource to maximize the system throughput. It is
also important to find a method of achieving the desired system performance with
the minimum feedback requirement.
The study also investigates the application of CDF scheduling to heterogeneous wireless systems. Using CDF scheduling for different devices seems straightforward if we just plug in the channel distribution functions of different users to the
scheduler. In fact, it is not that easy. The incorporation of small cells, specifically
relays, into a bigger cell makes the scheduling problem a major challenge. The BS
must manage the resources allocated for the small cells, and then assign a priority
to each small cell based on the total priorities of the users it serves. The channel
distribution function of a user served by a relay is now a combination of both the
channel from the BS to the relay, and from the relay to that user. Because these
two links often have different dynamics, the resource allocation algorithm should
be adjusted accordingly in order to suitably provide services to the user.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis are as follows

1.1
1.1.1

Contributions
User selection schemes for maximizing throughput of
multiuser MIMO systems using Zeroforcing Beamforming
The performance of a multi-user MIMO broadcast system depends on how

the users being served are selected from the pool of users requesting service.
Though dirty-paper coding can ensure optimal capacity for multi-user MIMO
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broadcast systems, it also has high computational complexity. We examine this
problem in the context of systems using zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF), which
has low complexity and reasonable throughput. The channels of the selected
users may not be orthogonal to each other, which results in harmful interference and reduction in system performance. The study identifies and thoroughly
investigates the main factors affecting performance and proposes some mitigating schemes to fully exploit multi-user diversity. In particular, we develop improved user-selection schemes that maximize the sum rate and offer a range of
complexity-to-performance tradeoffs. Simulation results show that the selection
schemes developed compare favorably with existing techniques.

1.1.2

Learning Methods for CDF Scheduling in Multiuser
Heterogeneous Systems
In modern heterogeneous wireless networks, it is both desirable and chal-

lenging to support fairness and user priorities, all while achieving the highest possible system. This study develops two classes of practical CDF-based scheduling
algorithms to achieve these goals. These algorithms are shown to frequently outperform the well-known Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling method, and may be
viable alternatives to PF. The first class of algorithms, Non-parametric CDFbased scheduling (NPCS) algorithms, are used when the channel fading model is
unknown. The mapping from channel quality information (CQI) to the real CDF
is unknown but is constructed by exploiting the order statistics of the CQI sequence. The constructed CDF mapping methods are shown to converge to the
actual CDF. When the channel model is known, a class of Parametric CDF-based
scheduling (PCS) algorithms are developed. These algorithms learn the parameters of the channel statistics for the scheduler to use. In our experiments, this
Bayesian learning approach results in better system throughput than the NPCS
approach. The study also shows that collecting a moderate number of CQI data
is enough to achieve nearly the same performance as CDF-based scheduling with
known channel distribution. Throughout the study, CDF-based scheduling algorithms are supported by simulations, which show that CDF-based algorithms can
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effectively support not only fairness but also user priorities. The simulations also
show that these algorithms often outperform PF in terms of system throughput.

1.1.3

CDF scheduling algorithms for finite rate multiuser
systems with limited feedback
Although CDF scheduling is a promising algorithm, the existing methods

were developed assuming that the system will have explicit feedback or know the
channel distribution. This study develops simple CDF-scheduling algorithms that
can work without knowing the channel distribution, and that can sufficiently support discrete rate transmission. The developed algorithms include window-based
extended CDF scheduling, modified NPCS-2, and a hybrid scheme. These algorithms exploit the limited feedback resource for their scheduling decisions and
transmission rate selections. They adapt to the empirical distribution of each users
channel quality information to best exploit multi-user diversity and the available
feedback resources. Then, system throughput of the hybrid scheme is analyzed as
a function of the number of collected channel samples. Throughout the study, the
developed algorithms are shown to converge quickly to the ideal case of knowing
channel CDF, and thus achieve the highest throughput for finite rate systems and
effectively save transmit power.

1.1.4

Weighted CDF-based Scheduling for an OFDMA Relay Downlink with Partial Feedback
This section analyzes the performance of partial-feedback OFDMA systems,

in which users are served by either a macro BS or by a combination of a macro
BS and relays. To reduce feedback, each user feeds back only the best M channel
quality information (CQI) among the total number of resource blocks. A weighted,
CDF-based scheduling algorithm is used to help ensure diverse service requirements
(i.e., fairness) among users, and to exploit multi-user diversity. A general analysis
is provided of the system with only a macro BS and the system with both a macro
BS and relays. The study reveals that the allocation probability for the users can be
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met by appropriate choice of weights, which are unique and can be found efficiently.
Over the course of the study, I observed that when adding relays to the system,
the different time scales on the two hops of the relay cause resource starvation
for users. To maintain short-term fairness, I developed a modified version of the
weighted, CDF-based scheduling. The system was further enhanced by exploiting
the imbalance in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the two hops of a relay to save
transmit power.

1.1.5

A unified comparison of partial feedback schemes in
an OFDMA system with CDF based scheduling
In an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) system,

CDF-based scheduling can be applied to prioritize users. In such a wideband
multi-user system, it is essential to reduce the feedback requirement, which is
typically very large. This paper considers a system in which several adjacent,
highly correlated subcarriers are grouped into a resource block. These resource
blocks can be further combined to form subbands, each consisting of a certain
number of resource blocks. To reduce feedback, the paper considers and compares
three feedback schemes: the opportunistic, the best M and the hybrid. It provides
analytical results, which are used to set optimal feedback parameters to exploit
system resources while still maintaining fairness among users. It also describes
the convergence behaviors of the schemes total feedback requirement. Then, the
paper verifies the tradeoff between feedback reduction and system performance
by conducting a simulation. The experiments show that the optimal hybrid and
opportunistic schemes are identical and result in the lowest feedback requirement.

1.2

Dissertation Outline
The outline of my dissertation is as follows.
In Chapter II, methods to exploit multiuser diversity are developed. Be-

cause it becomes more complex to search for an optimal user subset as the system
size increases, we propose to use Greedy approach to find a sub-optimal user sub-
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set. Then, two other approaches - committee machine and evolutionary - can be
used to further improve the quality of the user subset selection. It has been numerically verified that these methods can quickly approach the performance of an
exhaustive search with much lower complexity.
In Chapter III, learning methods are developed to make CDF scheduling
a practical and competitive algorithm in wireless communications. We propose
several classes of algorithms based on the assumption of channel knowledge. When
the channel model is unknown, we exploit the order statistics of the fed-back CQI
sequence to estimate the CDF of the instantaneous CQI. The estimated CDF
value can be the mean, the median or any manipulated version of the real one. A
randomizing step can be applied to guarantee the precision of resource allocation
for users. When the channel model is known, the channel parameters are learned
and then used to calculate the CDF. I then analyze the performance of these
methods and find them to compare favorably with the existing PF scheduling
methods.
In Chapter IV, we develop CDF scheduling algorithms designed to work
best for a system with finite rate transmission and limited feedback. Initially, we
propose a window-based extended CS and a modified version of NPCS-2 algorithm.
These algorithms work well but each had several weaknesses. Interestingly, the
advantages of one algorithm were the weaknesses of the other and vice-versa. We
propose a combination, and develop a solution that combines the virtues of the
two previously proposed algorithms.
In Chapter V, the application of CDF scheduling to multi-user OFDMA
systems with partial feedback is investigated. The paper devotes particular attention to analyzing the system throughput in a single cell with only macro users.
The analysis is then applied to systems with both macro users and relays. Because
each user has their own priorities, we propose an optimization process to suitably
set weights for users based on their activity. The difference in coherent time of two
hops of each relay is shown to potentially lead to users resource starvation. We
propose a modified CDF scheduling algorithm to prevent such starvation.
In Chapter VI, feedback reduction schemes for CDF scheduling are investi-
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gated. In this chapter, the thresholding, best M , and hybrid schemes are compared
and analyzed. The thresholding and the hybrid scheme are shown to be identical
identical, and they result in the lowest system feedback requirement.
Chapter VII draws conclusions.

Chapter 2
User selection schemes for
maximizing throughput of
multiuser MIMO systems using
Zeroforcing Beamforming
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The performance of a multiuser MIMO broadcast system depends highly
on how the users being served are selected from the pool of users requesting service. Though dirty paper coding can obtain the optimal capacity of multiuser
MIMO Broadcast systems, the computational complexity is high. We examine
this problem in the context of systems using Zero Forcing Beamforming (ZFBF)
which have low complexity and reasonable throughput. The channels of the selected users may not be orthogonal to each other resulting in harmful interference
and reduction in the performance of the system. This work identifies and thoroughly investigates the main factors affecting the performance and proposes some
mitigating schemes to fully exploit multiuser diversity. In particular, we develop
improved user selection schemes designed to maximize the sum rate that offer a
range of complexity to performance tradeoff. Simulation results show that the
selection schemes developed compare favorably with existing techniques.

2.1

Introduction
Multiuser MIMO has been a topic of interest in recent years and is well

known for significantly enhancing system’s capacity as it offers both multiuser diversity and spatial diversity [10]. Many algorithms have been developed offering
a tradeoff between complexity and performance. In [11], a iterative water filling
algorithm is proposed which offers good performance but is complex. The complexity of the iterative algorithm proposed is high due to not only its dependence
on the size of the system but also on the high number of iterations required for the
algorithm to converge. The duality between the uplink and downlink [12] allows
one to have an equivalent result on the downlink using results from the uplink.
To reduce complexity, [13, 14, 15] proposed the use of Zero Forcing Beamforming
(ZFBF) which can be further combined with interference cancellation in [16].
In a multiuser system, the way users are selected is of utmost importance
to fully exploit the multiuser diversity. Finding the best subset of users has combinatorial complexity and is practically infeasible. In [14], a Semi-Orthogonal User
Selection (SUS) scheme was proposed. It is a greedy selection technique based on
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the projection of users’ channels on the space orthogonal to the space formed by
channels of previously selected users. Though this selection scheme is intuitive and
has high performance, there are still questions on its optimality and consequently
on whether we can do better. In this paper, we develop user selection schemes
that allow for a tradeoff between complexity and performance.

2.2

System Model
We consider a Multiuser MIMO downlink (Broadcast) system in the follow-

ing discussion. Similar results can be obtained for the uplink system. We assume
there are K users with each user equipped with MR antennas and the base station
has MT antennas. The channel gains of users are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh
and the transmitter has full CSI. The received signal of user k, at time instant i,
is
yk,i = Hk

K
X

xj,i + nk,i = Hk,i xi + nk,i

j=1

xi =

PK

j=1

xj,i is the sum of signals intended for all K users. A block fading model

is assumed and Hk is MR × MT MIMO channel of user k. nk is complex, spatially
and temporally white noise (CN (0, I)) at user k.
The problem of capacity maximization for a Multiuser MIMO systems consists of maximizing the sum capacity over the design parameters which include
power allocation with a total power constraint and the transmit and decode strategies. The optimal resource allocation for this system is complicated and simpler
techniques have been developed. Among the techniques developed for solving this
problem, techniques based on ZFBF, QR decomposition, and Cooperation between
users are widely known for their simplicity and high performance. Depending on
the technique used, we have to match the user selection approach to maximize
system throughput. In this paper we also consider ZFBF and develop appropriate
user selection schemes.
It is assumed that each user uses maximum ratio transmission, i.e. the beam
forming vector is v1,k , the right singular vector corresponding to the dominant
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singular value σ1,k of Hk , and at the receiver MRC combining is employed using
the corresponding left singular vector u1,k . The scalar decision variable at receiver
k is
H
H
H
yk,i = uH
1,k yk,i = u1,k Hk xi + u1,k nk,i = σ1,k v1,k xi + nk,i

Assuming r users are served, for the analysis we stack the decision variables at the
different receivers to obtain yi = [y1,i , . . . yr,i ]T . After some manipulation, we have
yi = ΣVH xi + ni ,

(2.1)

where Σ = diag [σ1,1 , . . . , σ1,r ] and is formed from the largest singular values of the
r users and V = [v1,1 . . . v1,r ] is formed with the right singular vectors of the users’
channels. Please note that V is not normally an unitary matrix.
Before we present our selection schemes, we describe the SUS algorithm [14]
which is widely used and serves as a reference for comparison. In SUS, hk = σk v1,k
is used in the selection process as follows.
• Initialization: mode i = 1; T = φ. Iteration
• For each user k, calculate gk , the component of hk orthogonal to the subspace
spanned by {g(1) , . . . , g(i−1) }.


H
Pi−1 g(j) g(j)
– gk = I − j=1 kg(j) k2 hk . which is the projection of the channel vector onto the space orthogonal to channel vectors of the previously selected users.
• Select the ith user as follows:
– ki = arg maxk kgk k; T ← T

S

{ki }; h(i) = hki ; g(i) = gki

Until i = r
T contains the indices of the selected users.
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2.2.1

Throughput and optimal user selection scheme for
the system using ZFBF
Since V is not unitary, we perform a QR decomposition, V = QR, and we

can rewrite equation (2.1) for the Broadcast Channel
yi = ΣVH xi + ni
= ΣRH QH Qx̃i + ni

(2.2)

yi = ΣRH x̃i + ni
xi = Qx̃i , is the transmitted signal and x̃i is still to be determined and includes
the beam forming matrix. To enable decoding the received signals in a decoupled
manner, we diagonalize the matrix ΣRH by the beamforming matrix W at the
transmitter. The sum rate optimization problem then becomes
maxW log |I + ΣRH WWH RΣ|
s.t.

T r(WWH ) ≤ P

(2.3)

Normally ZF technique uses a weight matrix which is the inverse of the channel
matrix. This not only decouples the users making mutual interference zero, the
channel to each user is of equal quality. Here, we use a similar version of the ZF
technique where only decoupling is enforced.
maxΛ log |I + ΣRH R−H ΛR−1 RΣ|
s.t.

T r(R−H ΛR−1 ) = T r(R−1 R−H Λ) ≤ P

(2.4)

where Λ is diagonal with R−H ΛR−1 = WWH . Because the selected users have
good channel gains, the condition number of the equivalent channel is small, and
we can assume with adequate total power that every spatial modes is excited. The
throughput of the system using ZF technique is determined by
"
#
!
M
X
X (R̃2 )l,l
1
σi2
CZF =
log
P+
2
r
σl2
(R̃ )i,i
i=1
l

(2.5)
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where R̃ = R−1 and its (i, j)th entry is denoted by R̃i,j . Since there are K users in
the system, selecting a subset of r users in an optimal manner is computationally
complex. Thus, we maximize the system throughput by selecting the desired users
in a Greedy manner. We select the users sequentially ensuring that at each iteration
the new user chosen maximizes the obtainable throughput CZF , while retaining
the users already chosen. This is in contrast to the popular SUS technique that
concentrates on user orthogonality and on mutual interference in a an ad-hoc
manner. The proposed selection technique requires a sequential update of the QR
decomposition of V which is conducted using a Gram Schmidt process to find Ri,i ,
Ri,j;j<i (page 224 of [17]). The steps of the selection procedure are as follows.
• Initialize: Selected users T = ∅, Q = Ir
• For spatial mode i = 1 to r
– For user k = 1 to K
∗ Transform v1,k using Q: v1,k ← Qv1,k
∗ Using v1,k (i : r), generate Householder matrix Q̃k ; then Qk =
!
Ii−1 0
0

Q̃k

∗ Form the ith column of R by multiplying Qk with v1,k . Then comP
pute values of (R̃2 )j,j = il=j (R̃j,l )2 with j = 1, . . . , i; R̃j,i is updated recursively as in equation (2.7) [18].
P
σ2
∗ Set γk = ij=1 log 2j .
(R̃ )j,j

– Select the user who results in the largest value of γk . We denote this
user as ki
– R ← Qki [R, v1,ki ]; Q ← Qki Q; T ← T ∪ ki
• End
Though the selection scheme is constructed to be independent of the system’s power, we can easily add power to our selection criteria through water level
µ and water filling algorithm as in formula 2.5 to further fine tune the selection.
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Enhancement in Throughput of Multiuser MIMO systems with K=20 users
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Figure 2.1: Enhancement of the Selection Scheme vs SUS, K = 20 users and
different antenna configurations (2 × 2 to 6 × 6).
In the view of a successive selection process, we can rewrite the throughput of our
systems when the ith user is selected as follows:
CZF = i log µ +

i
X

log

j=1

(R̃j,j )2 +

σj2
Pi

k=j

!
(R̃j,k )2

(2.6)

When a new user is selected, a new mode is added and the channel gains
2

of previous modes are reduced as (R̃ )j,j increases an amount (R̃j,i )2 .
This process is somewhat similar to the SUS in the sense users are successively selected. The metric used to select users is derived optimally for ZFBF in a
Greedy manner. Whenever a new user is added, one more spatial mode is exploited
and more interference is introduced to the existing spatial modes. While SUS only
selects the best spatial mode, our selection method considers the increased interference to the existing modes also. To verify the performance of the proposed
selection scheme, we conduct a simulation study. We consider a multiuser MIMO
system with K = 20 users with different antenna configurations in a flat Rayleigh
fading environment. Figure 2.2.1 shows the results. The difference in throughput
is plotted and the proposed scheme outperforms SUS. When there are more users
in the system, the impact of user selection diminishes slightly.
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2.2.2

A simplified selection scheme
Our proposed scheme has many advantages over existing techniques as the

used QR decomposition can be computed very efficiently. Furthermore, matrix
inversion can be updated in each step and the summation of i logarithms functions
at step i is simple also. However, compared with SUS, our selection scheme is more
complex. Thus, we further simplify the algorithm so it becomes more suitable for
practical systems with a slight reduction in the performance.
Theorem 1. The off-diagonal elements of R̃ = R−1 have small values and can be
−1
−1
approximated by R̃j,i ' Rj,j
Rj,i Ri,i
.

Proof. Assume we are at step i, the element j in column i will be determined as
follows [18]:
R̃j,i =

X

−1
R̃j,k Ri,k Ri,i

=

−1
−1
Rj,j
Rj,i Ri,i

+

k

i−1
X

−1
R̃j,k Rk,i Ri,i

(2.7)

k=j+1

where Ri,k is the k th element in column i of the matrix R from the potential selected
ith user. R̃ = R−1 is the inversion of matrix R at each step. Since the selected user
is likely to be orthogonal to the previously selected users, R̃j,k and Ri,k are likely
to be small and we can neglect the second term in 2.7 leading to
−1
−1
R̃j,i ' Rj,j
Rj,i Ri,i
.

This enables us to have a much simpler way to update the elements of the inversion
matrix.
As the updates are small, we approximate the change in the cost functions
cj = log

σj2
2

(R̃ )j,j

by ∆cj =

2

∂cj
2

∂(R̃ )j,j

∆(R̃ )j,j . Defining β = log e,

2

∆cj = −β

∆(R̃ )j,j
2

(R̃ )j,j

' −β

−1
−1 2
(Rj,j
Rj,i Ri,i
)
−2
Rj,j

2
Rj,i
= −β 2
Ri,i

which represents the loss in throughput at spatial mode j. We select a new user
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to maximize the increment in system throughput

∆c = log

2
σi2 Ri,i



−β

i−1
2
X
Rj,i
j=1

2
Ri,i

= log

2
σi2 Ri,i




−β


1
−1
2
Ri,i

The last step is a consequence of the unit norm singular vectors comprising the
matrix V whose QR decomposition is being computed. The simplified algorithm
is performed in a similar manner as the optimal Greedy selection except for the
step of calculating R̃ and the change in selection metric. We just select users based
on the following metric
2
)−β
γk = log(σi2 Ri,i

1
2
Ri,i

(2.8)

Simulations are carried out as before and the simplified version offers considerable improvement over SUS as shown in figure 2.2. The plot shows the difference
in throughput on average. This simplified selection scheme requires QR decomposition and calculation of the simple cost function. Thus, it can be considered as
simple as SUS with better performance as shown in the simulation. Due to the
verified advantages, the simplified algorithm might be a potential replacement of
SUS.
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Figure 2.2: Enhancement of the Simplified Scheme vs SUS, K = 20 users and
different antenna configurations (2 × 2 to 6 × 6).
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2.2.3

Committee Machine Approach
Even though the above mentioned methods developed perform better than

SUS, this is only in the average sense and not always. Furthermore, when the size
of the system increases, the enhancement is not very consistent. This suggests
combining the proposed scheme with SUS and selecting the better of the two to
further improve the performance. The combination with SUS gives us consistent
performance with insignificant increase in complexity. Moreover, the two selection
schemes can be executed in parallel or in a combined manner with insignificant
increase in complexity as the QR decomposition also provides Ri,i , the projection
on the orthogonal space with the space spanned by previously selected beams as
a byproduct which can be used in SUS. This line of thinking naturally leads to
the committee machine approach [19], wherein there are multiple reasonable low
complexity selection schemes and one uses the best from this collection.
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Figure 2.3: Committee machine with 5 Selection Schemes vs SUS, K = 20 users
and different antenna configurations (2 × 2 to 6 × 6).

We now suggest how one may generate several reasonable low complexity
selection schemes. Our investigation shows users with larger singular values have
higher probability of being in the optimal subset found by the exhaustive search.
Thus, we can initially select a user who has a large singular value, not necessarily
the largest, and carry out the Greedy selection scheme. The performance is im-
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proved drastically as we can search from different initial points and have a higher
chance of selecting a better set. Simulations confirm this improvement. In figure
2.3, the system’s performance is improved drastically when we use a committee
approach, wherein each member procedure is a Greedy approach with a different
initial user.
We explore limitations of the approach by comparing the performance of
this committee machine with that of an exhaustive search. The results are shown
in Figure 2.4. However, there is still a considerable performance gap and we explore
a different approach to close this gap, albeit more complex.
Capacity gap between combination of 5 experts and exhaustive search in Multiuser MIMO systems with K=20 users
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Figure 2.4: Gap between committee machine with 5 searches initiated from 5
users with largest channel gains and exhaustive search, K = 20 users and different
antenna configurations (2 × 2 to 6 × 6).

2.2.4

Evolutionary Approach
Here we use an evolutionary approach to selecting the subset of users. The

computation at any given iteration is as follows. At iteration i, we will have l
survivors each being a subset of i users. At the (i + 1)th iteration, each of the l
survivors will have l children leading to a total of l2 subsets of (i + 1) users. The
children can be selected by using the top candidates from the Greedy procedures
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discussed in the previous sections. The l2 subsets are then pruned to generate l survivors by selecting the best l. The iterations are repeated till each of the survivors
have subset of r users. The best subset is used for ZFBF. This is clearly more
complicated but the performance results are quite encouraging. The complexity
can be controlled by controlling the branching factor l. The simulation results are
shown in figure 2.5. It shows the gap between our selection and exhaustive search
can be quickly forced to zero when the number of branches increases. We also note
that with smaller size systems, this gap is almost equal to zero.

2.2.5

Complexity analysis

• For downlink systems, we have r = MT spatial modes
• Each mode, we apply our calculation for K users as follows
– the complexity of the QR decomposition over all r spatial modes is
O (MT3 ) for each user. At each mode, we have to calculate for K users
so the complexity is O (KMT3 )
– when multiply Qk Q with v1,k to form the i column of R, we perform
two multiplications of a matrix with a column. This requires 2MT2
multiplications and MT additions
• r updates of R and Q require r × MT3 = MT4 multiplication
As the problem is valid only when K > MT , the overall complexity order is
O (KMT3 ) which is similar to that of SUS. The complexity order of the simplified
version is still the same but the computational requirement in each step is trivial
which can be considered as simple as SUS. Interestingly, our proposed algorithm
obtains higher performance with the same computational complexity.
Lastly, the algorithm using the committee approach has superior performance but with additional computational complexity. The computational requirements are increased by a factor of l, where l is the number of selection procedures
in the committee. The evolutionary approach also has a complexity comparable
to the committee approach with l representing the branching factor.
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Capacity gap between Advices from experts and Exhaustive search with K=20 users, MT=MR=6
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Figure 2.5: Gap between the evolutionary approach, exhaustive search, and SUS
K = 20 users, MT = MR = 6 antennas

2.3

Conclusion
We propose user selection schemes with a range of complexity versus per-

formance tradeoff. Our proposed schemes outperform existing methods in either
performance or simplicity. Moreover, the idea of combining selection procedures in
the committee framework results in significantly improved performance with modest increase in complexity. The evolutionary approach also shows much promise.
The text of this chapter, in full, is a reprint of the paper [20], Anh H.
Nguyen, and Bhaskar D. Rao User selection schemes for maximizing throughput of multiuser MIMO systems using Zero Forcing Beamforming, that has been
published in IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2011. The dissertation author is the primary researcher and
author, and the co-author listed in this publication directed and supervised the
research constitutes this chapter.

Chapter 3
Learning methods used for CDF
Scheduling in Multiuser
Heterogeneous Systems
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In modern heterogeneous wireless networks, the task of supporting fairness
along with user priorities and concurrently achieving the highest possible system
throughput is desirable and challenging. In this work, two classes of practical cumulative distribution function (CDF) based scheduling algorithms are developed
to achieve these goals. These algorithms are shown to frequently outperform,
and are potential alternatives to, the well known Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling method. The first class of algorithms, Non-parametric CDF based scheduling
(NPCS) algorithms, are used when the channel fading model is unknown. Herein,
the mapping from channel quality information (CQI) to the real CDF is unknown
but is constructed exploiting the order statistics of the CQI sequence. The constructed CDF mapping methods are shown to converge to the actual CDF. When
the channel model is known, a class of Parametric CDF based scheduling (PCS)
algorithms are developed which learn parameters of the channel statistics for the
scheduler to use. In our experiments, this Bayesian learning approach results in
better system throughput than the NPCS approach. We also show collecting a
moderate number of CQI data is enough to achieve nearly the performance of
CDF based scheduling with known channel distribution. Throughout the work,
CDF based scheduling algorithms are supported by simulations which show that
they can effectively support not only fairness but also user priorities and often
outperform PF in terms of system throughput.

3.1

Introduction
In wireless communications, exploiting multiuser diversity is critical to im-

proving the overall system performance [2]. In general, mobile users can be at any
location in a wireless network service area which leads to a diversity in pathloss,
fading condition and channel statistics. On one hand, to utilize multiuser diversity, the base stations (BS) needs to allocate the right resource to the right user
to maximize spectrum usage efficiency. On the other hand, guaranteeing fairness
and services to all the users is also of utmost importance in order to ensure that
all the users are adequately served. Typically, these objectives conflict and so
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a compromise between system throughput and fairness has to be made. Among
the existing scheduling methods, proportional fair scheduling (PF) [5, 6] is widely
used because it has a good balance between performance, fairness and simplicity.
However, the resource allocation for users in PF is not easy to control and might
need adjustments overtime to satisfy users’s requirements in a long term manner.
Also, even though it exploits multiuser diversity, the efficacy of the approach is
unclear in an heterogeneous environment. This calls for better algorithms and we
consider cumulative distribution function (CDF) based scheduling in this context.
CDF based scheduling, which is called CS in [21], can control resource allocation precisely and can exploit multiuser diversity effectively in a heterogeneous
environment. However, its comparative performance is unknown and the general
approach has received much less attention. As a result, there are no or limited
practical implementations of CDF based scheduling [1]. A principal challenge in
implementation is that the scheduling method requires knowledge of the CDF of
each user which is typically unknown, changing frequently and location dependent.
Motivated by the favorable properties of CDF scheduling, we develop two classes of
algorithms, non-parametric and parametric CDF based scheduling, to make CDF
scheduling practical and along the way show its advantages over the widely used
PF scheduling.
As stated above, exploiting multiuser diversity is very important. The sum
rate capacity of a multiuser system scales up with the number of users due to
the increasing multiuser diversity [22]. In [2], the uplink in a single cell multiuser
communications is studied and the maximum capacity is achieved considering the
effect of multiuser diversity. To achieve the highest system throughput, the BS
selects and communicates with the user who has the best channel. To do so,
channel information from the users is needed which is available through feedback
[23, 24]. As feedback information is beneficial, the area of exploiting channel
knowledge has been extensively studied with the major focus on instantaneous
channel state information (CSI). The double logarithmic capacity growth of full
CSI systems is obtained even with an opportunistic one bit feedback [25]. In the
opportunistic approach [22, 25], the users who have poorer channel conditions tend
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to be ignored.
Because guaranteeing services for all users is of utmost importance in wireless communication systems, various fair scheduling methods have been developed.
Several methods are discussed in [26] while reviews of scheduling algorithms in
[27, 28] show the developed algorithms can be used for a single cell or multi-cell
and aim at different objectives such as capacity, Quality of Service (QoS), fairness,
distributed computation, etc. Among fairness algorithms, the round robin (RR)
scheduling is known for its high degree of fairness. However, as the algorithm
is unable to exploit multiuser diversity, significant loss in system performance is
observed [29]. Another algorithm, Nash bargaining, can be applied in OFDMA
networks [30]. Meanwhile, the convergence conditions of Nash bargaining and
Proportional Fair (PF) are investigated in [31]. Fairness algorithms can be controlled by tuning parameters in the utility function utilized in [32]. They have
wide a range of applications such as in a multi-cell context in [33], in OFDM relay
networks in [34], or in ad hoc networks in [35]. It is shown in [36] that OFDMA systems employing fairness scheduling can concurrently support good fairness among
users and achieve high throughput. From the performance point of view, fairness
algorithms showed in [37] can guarantee fairness but at the same time exploit
frequency, multiuser and time diversity to enhance overall system throughput.
Though many algorithms have been developed, PF scheduling technique
proposed in [5] is widely used because it offers a good tradeoff between exploiting
multiuser diversity and maintaining fairness among users. The algorithm is investigated in [38] in a single cell environment and its simplified version is considered
in [39]. PF has been used in CDMA systems [40], applied together with antenna
selection algorithms in multiuser space division MIMO downlink [41] and applied
in LTE [42]. The performance of PF in multiuser OFDMA systems can be optimized, as in [43], given proportional rate constraints are satisfied. The algorithm
in the long term is shown to converge to the solution of a reasonable maximization problem in [44]. There are many variations of proportional fair scheduling
and their performance are compared with RR in [45]. Variations of PF are also
compared from an energy efficiency perspective in [46]. Though being a very ef-
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fective scheduling technique, under certain condition of the data arrival process
the PF is shown to be unstable [47]. In general, PF is hard to analyze and the
approach is unable to exactly control resource allocation for users. Furthermore,
its effectiveness in a heterogeneous environment also leaves room for improvement.
A viable alternative is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) based
scheduling proposed in [21]. It is shown to be able to control precisely the probability of resource allocation for users, exploit multiuser diversity and deal with
heterogeneous environments. The CDF-based scheduling is leveraged in a general
multicell network in [48] and in a partial feedback OFDMA relay system in [49] to
guarantee scheduling fairness and simultaneously obtain multiuser diversity gain.
In [50], the CDF-based scheduling is analytically studied in the random beamforming framework, and the notion of individual sum rate and individual scaling
laws are proposed to characterize the performance under this scheduling policy.
All of the mentioned works assume knowledge of the CDF of the channel, which
is an idealistic and simplifying assumption. Taking into account that the CDF is
in general unknown and hard to learn [21], a nice practical scheme is proposed in
[1] which can be applied to systems which support discrete rates. However there
are unanswered questions with respect the optimality of the approach and also the
convergence behavior, an important consideration in channel with short coherence
time. Despite these concerns, the method developed in [1] is very interesting, motivational, and an important step in making CDF scheduling practical. Quantile
scheduling [51] and ranking based scheduling [52] have equivalent scheduling metric and work well when all users have the same priority. Because these algorithms
can not guarantee precise resource allocation when users have different priorities,
a different approach is therefore needed. Our approach in this paper is to examine
CDF scheduling without being constrained by the finite number of discrete data
rates and develop effective techniques. The hope is that the methods develop can
provide insight, advance the state of the art, and lead to potential alternatives to
the discrete data rate case, if desired.
The outline and contributions of this work are as follows.
• In section 6.1, the system model and a brief comparison between CDF based
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scheduling and PF are shown to motivate the work. Interestingly, the CDF
based scheduling is significantly better than RR [1] and can achieve the optimal throughput of Opportunistic scheduling under certain network conditions. This shows CDF based scheduling might frequently compare favorably
with PF scheduling.
• In section 3.3, we propose to utilize historical data to capture more detailed
information about the distribution, not just the mean as in PF scheduling,
for scheduling purposes. In this part, a class of non-parametric CDF based
scheduling (NPCS) algorithms are developed. In NPCS, we propose to use
order statistics of the CQI sequence of each user and work directly on the
CDF of this CQI sequence to help the scheduling process. The NPCS algorithms are used when the channel model such as pathloss, type of fading is
not known at the BS. This class of algorithms can be understood as, but not
restricted to, exploiting empirical CDF. In particular, they can be cast in a
framework to maximize an objective function of choice such as throughput,
bit error rate, among others. The variables of optimization are the mapping
functions which reflect how the CQI sequence is used for scheduling. Then,
two algorithms NPCS-1 and NPCS-2, which aim at best exploiting the ordered CQI are proposed and analyzed. Among all NPCS algorithms, NPCS-2
is proved to be the optimal algorithm in terms of system throughput. When
compared to the algorithm in [1], though there are some similarities in the
mapping, NPCS-2 has better user selection and can achieve higher system
throughput, given the same average transmit power. The enhancement in
our experiments is about 10%, which can vary depending on system setup.
Another advantage of NPCS-2 is that each user memorizes and orders its own
channel CQI and feeds back only the ordered index. This helps to offload
some processing requirement to the users.
• In section 3.4, a class of parametric CDF based scheduling (PCS) algorithms
is developed. A PCS algorithm is useful when the model of the channel statistics, e.g. the parametric form of the fading is known. The learnt parameters
of the channel CDF is then used by the CDF based scheduler. The advan-
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tage of this algorithm is that it can achieve higher system throughput with a
slight compromise on the ability to precisely control the resource allocation.
By collecting a suitably large number of channel CQI, PCS algorithm can
achieve arbitrary precision in resource allocation for users.
• In section 3.5, the throughput of the proposed algorithms are compared and
shown to be superior to the widely used PF scheduling. Though the throughput of these algorithms are derived in Rayleigh fading, numerical results in
Nakagami-m fading are also shown with similar conclusions. It is shown
that the algorithms developed approach the performance of a CDF scheduler
with perfect knowledge very rapidly. When compared with the performance
achieved with exact CDF knowledge, the algorithms achieve 95 → 97% of
the performance with only 10 i.i.d. channel samples, and achieve 99% the
performance with only 30 i.i.d. samples.

3.2
3.2.1

System model and Motivation
System model
We consider a multiuser system where the base station (BS) has a single

antenna and the K users are also each equipped with a single antenna. A downlink
system is specifically assumed in the presentation and similar considerations apply
to the uplink system. At a given time, the BS selects a user k and transmits a
symbol sk to this user. The received signal yk is
√
yk = hk ρsk + nk ,

(3.1)

where hk ∈ C 1×1 is the channel from the BS to the selected user k which is assumed
to be independent in time, nk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise at user k and ρ is
the transmit SNR. The instantaneous CQI zk and SNR xk are given by zk = |hk |2
and xk = ρzk . Also, we denote the random variables associated with the CQI and
SNR of user k by Zk and Xk respectively. Throughout this work, we use upper
case letters, e.g. Z, to denote a random variable and the corresponding lower case
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letters, e.g. z, to denote a certain value for that random variable.
To select a user to be served on the resource, CDF based scheduling [21, 49]
is used. Upon receiving the CQI zk from users, fed back through an appropriate
feedback channel, the BS utilizes the corresponding CDF of these CQI to evaluate
a service metric and selects the user k ∗ with the highest value. The CDF scheduler
selects the user to be served as follows:
1

k ∗ = arg max FZk (zk ) wk ,
k

(3.2)

where FZk (.) is the CDF of the CQI of user k. The weight wk represents the
priority assigned to user k, which is equivalent to the proportion of the resource
allocated by the network to the user. The weight wk is preassigned for all the users
P
k = 1, . . . , K such that K
k=1 wk = 1.
Several interesting and desirable attributes of CDF based scheduling have
been derived in [21, 49]. We now prove some additional interesting properties of
CDF based scheduling to motivate the practical implementation.

3.2.2

CDF based scheduling in comparison with Proportional Fair Scheduling
For this discussion, we assume that the exact CDF of the CQI is known.

This could be viewed as the results one can obtain in the asymptotic case, samples
Nk → ∞, for the algorithms developed. We compare CDF based scheduling with
PF scheduling [5] for some special versions of PF scheduling. For non opportunistic
scheduling such as round robin, it is shown in [1] that CDF based scheduling
achieves higher throughput for any user. An interesting question is whether CDF
based scheduling can achieve the throughput of Opportunistic scheduling.
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CDF based scheduling vs. Opportunistic scheduling
Proposition 1. In a multiuser system with K users, CDF based scheduling can
obtain the highest system throughput achieved by Opportunistic scheduling1 , given
the two scheduling techniques support the same allocation for the users, if and only
if the distribution of users’ throughput satisfy the following condition
FRk (x) = FRj (x)ηj,k ,

(3.3)

for all j, k = 1, . . . , K, where Rk , and Rj are the throughput of user k, j, defined
by Rk = log2 (1 + ρZk ), with ρ being the transmit SNR, and ηj,k =

wk
.
wj

Proof. The detailed proof is provided in Appendix 3.7.1
Remark: Opportunistic scheduling selects user based on the maximum SNR
and so achieves the highest system throughput. This proposition states that under
the limited above mentioned condition, CDF based scheduling can match with
Opportunistic scheduling in achieving the highest system throughput.
CDF based scheduling vs. Proportional Fair (PF)
To further motivate CDF scheduling methods, we compare them with PF
scheduling. In PF scheduling, the BS select a user k based on
k ∗ = arg max
k

Rk
R̄kβ

,

(3.4)

where Rk is the instant throughput, R̄k is the moving average throughput [5, 44, 38]
of user k at time Nk , and β is an adjustable parameter. The time variable Nk also
denotes the number of collected CQI. The average throughput is updated
 

 1 − 1 R̄k [Nk − 1] + 1 Rk
Nk
 Nk

R̄k =
1

1 − Nk R̄k [Nk − 1]
1

k∗ = k
k ∗ 6= k

,

(3.5)

In this work, Opportunistic scheduling specifically means the users are selected to maximize
the system throughput.
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Figure 3.1: Relative performance of the CDF based scheduling in comparison to
the modified PF scheduling under Rayleigh fading.
where R̄k [Nk − 1] is the average throughput from the previous instant.
In order to analytically compare CDF based scheduling and PF scheduling,
a modified version of PF scheduling as in [38] is used. We select the user with
k ∗ = arg max
k

Xk
X̄kβk

,

(3.6)

where Xk is the instantaneous SNR, X̄k is the average SNR of user k instead of
the average obtained over a certain time window.
To enable a fair comparison, we analyzed a simplified system with 2 users
under Rayleigh fading. The allocation for the users are kept the same for both
CDF based and PF scheduling2 . Then, the analytical throughput of a system
using CDF based scheduling and PF scheduling are compared in Fig. 3.1. In this
figure, the difference in system throughput between CDF and PF scheduling as a
function of resource allocation w1 for user 1 are shown. The allocation for user 2
is w2 = 1 − w1 . A positive value on the curve shows CDF scheduling is better and
vice versa.
From the figure, it can be seen that CDF based scheduling outperforms
PF scheduling for a large range of the weight w1 . When the average SNR of the
2

The allocation for PF scheduling is achieved by properly selecting β.
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two users are equal, CDF based scheduling is always better than or equal to PF
scheduling. This simple experiment together with the previous analysis shows that
CDF based scheduling is a viable alternative to PF scheduling and can be often
superior when fairness is considered. We thus pursue a deeper understanding of
CDF based scheduling and do expect similar results for more general heterogeneous
systems. In summary, CDF based scheduling is found to have favorable properties
and is worthy of further study.

3.3

Practical CDF based scheduling
Though CDF based scheduling is promising, it is based on the assumption

that the CDF of CQI of every user is known at the transmitter. In practice, having
knowledge of the CDF of the channel, even an approximate one, is challenging.
Moreover, the channel model varies arbitrarily depending on user location, environment, and mobility. For these reasons, CDF based scheduling has been considered
impractical.
These challenges motivate us to develop practical CDF based scheduling
methods, which can be readily applied to real systems. Based on assumptions
of the channel, we develop two classes of practical scheduling algorithms; NonParametric CDF based Scheduling (NPCS) and Parametric CDF based Scheduling
(PCS). The algorithm NPCS is used when the fading model is not known at the
BS. Meanwhile, the algorithm PCS is used when the BS knows the parameterized
fading model and thus can simply learn the parameters of the channel.
In these algorithms, the BS collects CQI data, both the current and latest
instantaneous CQI and the CQI from previous channel uses for each user, and
makes use of the collected data. In this work, we assume the number of CQI
samples collected for each of the users is different. This is mathematically more
general and can be practically supported in an environment where user channels
have different coherence times as well as activity levels. Thus, the BS obtains and
keeps a different number of CQI samples Nk for each user k = 1, . . . , K.
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3.3.1

Non-Parametric CDF based Scheduling: Unknown
Fading model
In Non-Parametric CDF based Scheduling (NPCS), the collected samples of

channel CQI are used directly for the scheduling decision without trying to directly
approximate the CDF of the channel.
We assume to possess Nk CQI samples from the current and previous channel uses for each user k and use these samples for the CDF based scheduling algorithm. A suitable value Nk might be chosen based on the channel dynamics of user
k. In this work, we do not consider in detail how many samples have been selected
but simply assume Nk before hand. These Nk samples are sorted in an ascending
order zk(1) ≤ · · · ≤ zk(Nk ) . We also assume that the current CQI, denoted by zkI ,,
is in the ik -th position in the ordered set, i.e. zkI = zk(ik ) . If the CDF was known,
then the random CQI variable Zk would be mapped to a random variable Uk , uniformly distributed in [0, 1], using the CDF, i.e. Uk = FZk (Zk ). Since the CDF is a
nondecreasing function, the CDF mapping would result in the ordered CQI to map
to an ordered set of values in the interval [0, 1], i.e. the CDF mapping would result
in uk(i) = FZk (zk(i) ) which are also ordered; uk(1) ≤ · · · ≤ uk(ik ) ≤ · · · ≤ uk(Nk ) .
Since the order is preserved, the current CQI would map to uk(ik ) , the ik -th position
and we use the indicator function 1uk(ik ) to denote that the most recent CQI has
position ik in the order statistics. Even though we do not know the exact values
of each uk(ik ) , we know their statistics [53], and can make use of them to develop a
practical scheduler. To illustrate, one option is to use the average value uk(ik ) for
the CDF scheduler leading to the following scheme.
ECS: Using the Expected value of the ordered CDF for Scheduling
• Initialization: For each user k, collect Nk CQI including the current instantaneous CQI zkI and the past (Nk − 1) ones.
• Sort the CQI in an ascending order. Identify the position of the current CQI
zkI , say ik .
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• Calculate the expected value3 of the variable obtained by the CDF mapping
of the ordered variable. This is given by qk = E{Uk(ik ) } =

ik
,
Nk +1

k = 1, .., K.

[53].
1
w

• Select4 a user k ∗ = arg maxk qk k .
• End.
Using the expected value of the ordered CDF is simple and can be an option
for CDF based scheduling. When we investigate the portion of resource allocated
to the users, this method does not guarantee the desired resource allocation as
shown in Fig. 3.4. We note that the CDF approximated to be

i−1
Nk −1

in [51] is a

bias estimation of the CDF. The mismatch in allocation for users does not reveal
when every users have the same priority and collect the same number of samples.
Because the mismatch between the desired and the actual allocation when ECS
or algorithms in [51, 52] are used can be significant, we are more interested in
algorithms which can provide better control over resource allocation.
For this purpose, we consider the construction of a mapping from zk(i) to
the i-th element ũk(i) preserving some statistical properties of uk(i) , and ensure
that the resultant random variable Ũk is a uniform random variable on the interval
[0, 1], mimicking the statistics of Uk . A minimum requirement on fũk(i) (x), which
denotes the density function of ũk(i) , is that it satisfy the following two conditions
Z
0

1

fŨk(i) (x)dx = 1,

Nk
1 X
f
(x) = 1,
Nk i=1 Ũk(i)

∀i = 1, . . . , Nk , ∀k

(a)

∀x, ∀k

(b)

(3.7)

where (a) comes from the properties of a density function and (b) comes from the
fact that Nk equally likely ordered random variables Ũk(i) constitute an uniform
random variable Ũk on the interval[0, 1]. Any mapping that satisfies this properties
3

 1 
w
Instead of the mean, the median or any specifically manipulated value e.g. E Uk(ikk ) can

be used.
4
If two users have the same qk , a tie breaking rule has to be implemented.
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results in a mapping from the CQI to a uniform random variable on the interval
[0, 1] and can potentially be the basis of the NPCS algorithm as described below.
Class of Non-Parametric CDF based scheduling (NPCS) algorithms:
• For each of the K users generate a sample value to be used for resource
allocation
– Initialization: Collect Nk CQI includes the instantaneous CQI and
the past ones.
– Sort the CQI in an ascending order and identify the position of the
instantaneous CQI, say ik .
– Generate the corresponding sample value ũk for user k to be used for
resource allocation.
∗ Generate ũk(ik ) a sample using the pdf fŨk (ik ) (·) and set ũk = ũk(ik ) .
1
w

• Select a user k ∗ = arg maxk ũk k .
– Since the scheduling is being carried out using i.i.d uniform random
variable, by properties of the CDF scheduler in [21], user k is ensured
the proper fraction wk of network resources.
• End
The above procedure meets the allocation criteria, but does not ensure
maximization of multi-user diversity and hence system throughput. So the choice
of the mapping fŨk(i ) (x), must be chosen to optimize a desired objective function
k

subject to the constraints in (3.7). We expand on this further.
1
w

1
w

Given a generated value ũk = ũk(ik ) , user k is selected if ũj j < ũk(ikk ) , ∀j 6=
k. With a value of ũk(ik ) , probability user k is selected is P r{k ∗ = k|ũk(ik ) ; 1uk(ik ) } =
wj
1
−1
Q
wk
wk
ũ
=
ũ
j6=k k(ik )
k(ik ) . The probability user k is selected, given its channel’s instantaneous CQI has position ik -th, is calculated by taking expectation over value of
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Ũk(ik ) .
1

Z

∗

P r{k = k|1uk(ik ) } =

1

x wk

−1

fŨk(i ) (x)dx.

(3.8)

k

0

With some manipulations, the achievable throughput of the system can be shown
to be
RN P CS =
=

Nk
K X
X
k=1 i=1
Nk
K X
X
k=1 i=1

where P r{1uk(ik ) } =

Z

∗

P r{1uk(ik ) }P r{k = k|1uk(ik ) }

∞

0

log2 (1 + x)fXk(ik ) (x)dx

1
P r{k ∗ = k|1uk(ik ) }Rk(ik ) ,
Nk

1
.
Nk

The rate Rk(ik ) =

R∞
0

(3.9)

log2 (1 + x)fXk(ik ) (x)dx depends only

on the distribution of Xk(ik ) and does not depend on the mapping technique.
Considering the total system throughput as the objective function, one can
optimize fŨk(i ) (x), subject to (3.7). We now suggest some algorithms that are
k

practical and show that they have desirable properties.

3.3.2

Some specific NPCS Algorithms
We now present two mappings that are based on the NPCS scheduler frame-

work.
NPCS-1
From position ik -th of the recent CQI on the ordered CQI sequence, the algorithm generates Ũk(ik ) with the same distribution as Uk(ik ) . Note that the density
function of Uk(ik ) is known because it is the ik -th order statistic of Nk i.i.d random
variables uniform on the interval [0, 1]. This mapping satisfies the constraints in
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(3.7). From (3.8), the probability that user k is selected is
Z

∗

P r{k = k|1uk(ik ) } =

1

1

x wk

fŨk(i ) (x)dx
k

0

Z

−1

1
Nk −1
ik −1

i +

1

−2

x k wk (1 − x)Nk −ik dx



1
Nk −1
− 1, Nk − ik + 1 ,
ik −1 B ik +
wk

=

Nk
0

= Nk



(3.10)

where the last equation follows from the definition of Beta function [54, 8.380].
Combined with (3.9), the average system throughput for NPCS-1 is

RN P CS−1 =

Nk
K X
X

Nk −1
ik −1

k=1 ik =1
Z ∞

×
0





1
B ik +
− 1, Nk − ik + 1
wk

log2 (1 + x)fXk(ik ) (x)dx.

(3.11)

Our investigation into N P CS −1 shows that it does not achieve the highest system
throughput. So we do not pursue its properties any further and use the algorithm
to merely illustrate it as an example of a potential algorithm made possible by the
NPCS framework.
NPCS-2
In this method, the random variable Ũk is created from ũk(ik ) which is
uniformly distributed in [Qk,ik −1 , Qk,ik ]. The boundary points Qk,ik are set equally
spaced as in an uniform quantizer [55] as depicted in Fig. 3.2
Qk,ik = ik ∆k ,
for ik = 0, . . . , Nk and ∆k =

1
.
Nk

(3.12)

The values for ũk(ik ) is generated employing a

random variable uniformly distributed in [Qk,ik −1 , Qk,ik ]. It is easy to verify that
this mapping satisfies the constraints in (3.7).
In NPCS-2, the following desired condition is guaranteed: If i < j then the
values generated will satisfy ũk(i) < ũk(j) . The ordering is preserved as would be
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Figure 3.2: Mapping the i-th order CQI to the value qk,i on the empirical CDF.
the case if the true CDF was known. This is in contrast with NPCS-1.
Proposition 2. The NPCS-2 mapping has the following properties
1. The expectation of Ũk(ik ) , the ik -th variable in the constructed ordered sequence has mean value
E{Ũk(ik ) } =

2ik − 1
,
2Nk

(3.13)

2. The NPCS-2 mapping is biased with the bias given by
E[Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) ] =

Nk + 1 − 2ik
−−−−→ 0
2Nk (Nk + 1) Nk →∞

(3.14)

3. The variance of the difference between Uk(ik ) and Ũk(ik ) is
σi2k = E(Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) )2
=

2 + 5Nk + Nk2 (4 + 12ik − 12i2k ) + Nk3 (1 + 12ik )
−−−−→ 0.
Nk →∞
24Nk2 + 60Nk3 + 48Nk4 + 12Nk5

(3.15)

Proof. The detailed proof is provided in Appendix 3.7.2.
Now we calculate the throughput of NPCS-2 based scheduler. From (3.8),
given the auxiliary variable ũk(ik ) is generated using a random variable uniformly
distributed in [Qk,ik −1 , Qk,ik ], the probability that user k is selected in NPCS-2 is
∗

P r{k = k|1uk(ik ) } =

Qk,ik

1
− Qk,ik −1

Z

1

x
0

1
wk

−1



1
wk
k,ik

dx = Nk wk Q

1
wk
k,ik −1

−Q


.

(3.16)
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Using order statistic [53], the SNR of user k has the following distribution
fXk(ik ) (x) = Nk
 
x
ρk

where FXk (x) = FZk

Nk −1
ik −1



FXk (x)ik −1 [1 − FXk (x)]Nk −ik fXk (x),

(3.17)

as the SNR xk = ρzk .

Plugging (3.8) and (3.17) into (3.9), the average system throughput is

RN P CS−2 =

K
X

wk

k=1

Nk 
X

1
wk
k,ik

Q

−Q

1
wk
k,ik −1

Z

ik =1

0

∞

log2 (1 + x)fXk(ik ) (x)dx

(3.18)

From the equation, we observe that the throughput of each user k does not
depend on other users but only depends on the understanding of user k of its own
channel.
Theorem 2.

Among NPCS algorithms, NPCS-2 achieves the highest system

throughput.
Proof. In this problem, the objective function is system throughput, the variables
are the mapping functions, and the constraints are as listed in (3.7).

max
Uk(i)

s.t.

Z 1
Nk
K X
X
1
1
−1
Rk(i)
x wk fŨk(i) (x)dx
Nk
0
k=1 i=1
Z 1
fŨk(i) (x)dx = 1,
∀i = 1, . . . , Nk , ∀k
0

Nk
1 X
f
(x) = 1,
Nk i=1 Ũk(i)

where Rk(i) =

R∞
0

∀x, ∀k,

(3.19)

log2 (1 + x)fXk(i) (x)dx. Note that Rk(i) do not depend on the

variables being chosen and is a function of the actual CDF of the CQI. By virtue
of the properties of the order statistics and the monotonic mapping from the
CQI to rate, we have Rk(1) ≤ Rk(2) ≤ · · · ≤ Rk(Nk ) . Inspection of the optimization problem readily reveals that the optimization is independent for each
user. So we just consider the problem for a given user k. From the allocaPNk
P k R 1 w1 −1
k
tion of user k, N1k N
x
f
(x)dx
=
Ũk(i)
i=1 0
i=1 wk(i) = wk , with wk(i) =
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1
Nk

R1
0

1

x wk

−1

fŨk(i) (x)dx. The resulting optimization problem is
Nk
X

max

wk(i) ;i=1,...,Nk

i=1
Nk
X

s.t.

Rk(i) wk(i)
wk(i) = wk .

(3.20)

i=1

For any pair of the mapping orders i and j, with j > i, that satisfy the constraints
in (3.19), we fix wk(i) + wk(i) , wk(i,j) = const. Then, the objective function is

Rk(i) wk(i) + Rk(j) wk(j) = Rk(i) wk(i,j) + Rk(j) − Rk(i) wk(j) which is a monotonically
increasing function w.r.t. wk(j) because Rk(j) > Rk(i) . With the constraint wk(i,j) =
const, we find the mapping that maximizes wk(j) . Let us choose a point û ∈ (0, 1)

R û 
such that 0 fŨk(i) (x) + fŨk(j) (x) dx = 1. This is always possible from the unit
area property of the density functions involved. Now for any function fŨk(j) (x)dx,
we have the following relation
Z
0

1

fŨk(j) (x)x

1
wk

−1

û

Z

1
wk

−1

Z

1

1

−1

fŨk(j) (x)x
fŨk(j) (x)x wk dx
dx +
0
û
Z û
Z 1
1
1
−1
−1
≤ û wk
fŨk(j) (x)dx +
fŨk(j) (x)x wk dx
Z û1
Z0 1
1
1
−1
−1
fŨk(j) (x)x wk dx
= û wk
fŨk(i) (x)dx +
û
Z 1  û
 1
−1
≤
fŨk(i) (x) + fŨk(j) (x) x wk dx,

dx =

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d) (3.21)

û

where (b) follows from x ≤ û in the first integral. The equation (c) follows from
R û
R û
R û
R1
f
(x)dx
+
f
(x)dx
=
1
and
f
(x)dx
+
f
(x)dx = 1. The last
0 Ũk(i)
0 Ũk(j)
0 Ũk(i)
û Ũk(i)
inequality comes from û ≤ x in the range [û, 1].
Thus, for any mapping function fŨk(j) (x), the objective function is improved


by replacing it by the mapping fŨk(i) (x) + fŨk(j) (x) in the range [û, 1]. The
R û
equality holds when 0 fŨk(j) (x)dx = 0 or there is a hard boundary between Ũk(i)
and Ũk(j) , i.e. the support of fŨk(i) (x) and fŨk(j) (x) do not overlap.
This rule applies for any pair and so it results in the support of fŨk(i) (x)
and fŨk(j) (x) having no overlap for all i 6= j. This requirement coupled with the
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constraints in (3.7), restated in (3.19), result in algorithm NPCS-2. Hence, NPCS-2
is the optimal algorithm.

Corollary 1. NPCS-2 is the optimal algorithm for any objective function which
is monotonically increasing function of CQI.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.
An example is the problem of minimizing the system bit error rate (BER).
For a fixed rate, the BER is a monotonically decreasing function w.r.t the CQI
order. This minimization problem is equivalent to maximizing negative of the
BER. Following the same proof, NPCS-2 is the optimal algorithm for minimizing
BER.

3.3.3

Performance of NPCS algorithms in Rayleigh fading
The average system throughput shown in (3.18), can be applied to any fad-

ing channel model. To provide an illustration of system performance, we consider
all the links to the users to be under Rayleigh fading. Then, the distribution of
the SNR can be represented
FXk (x) = 1 − e−x/ρk , x > 0,

(3.22)

with ρk = ρck is the received SNR of the user k with ck = E{Zk } is the pathloss
from the BS to user k. Then, the distribution of the SNR in (3.17) is

fXk(ik ) (x) = Nk

Nk −1
ik −1

k −1
 1 iX
ρk l=0

ik −1
l



(−1)l e−(Nk +l−ik +1)x/ρk ,

(3.23)

which is substituted into (3.11) to obtain the average rate RN P CS−1 or into (3.18)
to obtain the average rate RN P CS−2 . Using the integration in [54, 4.337.2] to get


l+1
R ∞ − l+1 x
ρk
l+1
ρk
ρk
e
log(1
+
x)dx
=
−
e
Ei
−
, we have the following expressions
l+1
ρk
0
for the average system throughput as summarized in the theorem.
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Theorem 3. In a multiuser system under Rayleigh fading with K users using
N P CS algorithms, the overall system throughput is
N

K

k
1 XX
Nk
=
ln 2 k=1 i =1



1
B ik +
− 1, Nk − ik + 1
RN P CS−1
wk
k


iX
k −1
Nk +l−ik +1

N
+
l
−
i
+
1
1
k
k
l+1
ik −1
e ρk
, (3.24)
Ei −
×
(−1)
l
N
ρ
k + l − ik + 1
k
l=0

RN P CS−2

Nk −1
ik −1




Nk 
K
1
1
X
1 X
wk
wk
=
Qk,ik − Qk,ik −1 Nk
wk
ln 2 k=1
i =1

Nk −1
ik −1



k

×

iX
k −1

ik −1
l

l=0



(−1)

l+1



Nk +l−ik +1
Nk + l − ik + 1
1
ρk
e
Ei −
, (3.25)
Nk + l − ik + 1
ρk

where B(·, ·) is beta function, Ei(.) is the exponential integral function [54], and
Qk,ik =

ik
;
Nk

wk and ρk are correspondingly the assigned weight and the received

SNR of user k.

3.4

Parametric CDF based Scheduling (PCS)
We assume a known parameterized form for the channel model of each user

and the collected data is used to estimate the model parameters. The knowledge
assumed is related to the type of fading and also might include a prior on the
parameters, e.g. the distribution of the pathloss at the region. A maximum a
posteriori probability (MAP) estimate [56] of the parameter ρk can be obtained
by maximizing the posterior density fρk |X k (%k |xk ). By Bayes rule
fρk |X k (%k |xk ) =

fX k |ρk (xk |%k )fρk (%k )
.
fX k (xk )

(3.26)
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and the estimate %ˆk is obtained by maximizing the posteriori probability density
function
∂L(%k , xk )
∂%k

=
%k =%̂k

∂ log fX k |ρk (xk |%k ) ∂ log fρk (%k )
+
∂%k
∂%k

=0

(3.27)

%k =%̂k

Algorithm PCS
• For each user, estimate the model parameters
– Initialization: Collect Nk CQI including the current instantaneous
CQI and the past values for user k.
– Find a MAP estimate of the model parameters ρ̂k of the channel model
for user k.
1

• Select a user k ∗ = arg maxk FXk |ρ̂k (xk |%̂k ) wk .
• End.
The proposed PCS algorithm is quite general. The parameter ρk is in
general a vector of parameters needed to define the channel model. For illustration
purposes, we now consider a Rayleigh fading channel.
PCS in Rayleigh fading
In a Rayleigh fading channel, the parameter ρk is just a scalar. fX|ρk (x|%k ) =
1
e
%k

− %x

k

u(x). Assuming i.i.d measurements and noninformative prior, the MAP

estimate satisfies
∂L(%, x)
∂%

N

%=%̂k

k
Nk X
xn
+
= 0,
=−
%̂k
%̂2
n=1 k

(3.28)

which results in the estimation formula as stated in Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. Under Rayleigh fading, the estimated pathloss of a user k with
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weight wk using PCS is
PNk
ρ̂k =

n=1

xn

Nk

.

(3.29)

where xn , n = 1, .., Nk , are the Nk collected data. The average throughput of the
user is
RP CS

K X
∞ 
∞X

NkNk − Nρk ρ̂k
e k
l
Γ(N
k)
0
k=1 l=0


Nk
lρk +ρ̂k
lρ
+
ρ̂
ρ̂k
k
k
e ρk ρ̂k Ei −
dρ̂k ,
× Nk
ρk ρ̂k
ρk (ρ̂k + lρk )

1
=
ln 2

Z

1
wk

−1



(−1)l+1

where ρk is the average received SNR of user k, and



1
wk

−1

l−1



Ql

=

(3.30)


m=1

1
wk

(l−1)!


−m

.

Proof. The detailed derivation for the average throughput is relegated to Appendix
3.7.3. We observe that in Rayleigh fading, the channel parameter is the pathloss
which is estimated by averaging over Nk CQI samples as in (3.29).
Impact of imperfect estimation
The resource allocation as well as the average throughput of a user k depends on the precision of the estimated pathloss ρk . We now investigate the impact
of this estimation error.
Theorem 4. Under Rayleigh fading, the probability that the difference between
allocation probability of a user k and its weight wk is smaller than  is given by
1
P r {|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | < } =
Γ(Nk )
 




N
N

Ak > 
γ Nk , 1− k − γ Nk , 1+ k
Ak

 Ak
×
,

Nk

Ak ≤ 
1 − γ Nk , 1+ 


(3.31)

Ak

with Ak = −wk +
function.

P∞

l=0

1/wk −1
l



1
and γ(.) is an incomplete gamma
(−1)l (l+1)
2
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Figure 3.3: The precision of the mapping from ordered CQI to the quantized and
interpolated CDF - the top figure is the average of the magnitude difference and
the lower figure is the variance of the difference between the real CDF value with
that of the proposed mapping methods.

Furthermore,
P r {|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | < } −−−−→ 1.
Nk →∞

Proof. The detailed proof is in Appendix 3.7.4.
Herein, the theorem shows the PCS algorithm can ensure an arbitrarily
good precision in the resource allocation for users given we collect a reasonably
large number of channel samples.

3.5

Simulation results
To evaluate the analytical results as well as the performance of the proposed

approaches, we consider a multiuser system with K = 10 users where user k
is assigned weights wk = (k + 1)ak , where ak is the normalization parameter to
P
guarantee that K
k=1 wk = 1. The link from the BS to the users are under Rayleigh
fading with the pathloss of each user k determined by ck = be−λk with λ = 0.1 and
P
b is a constant so K
k=1 ck = K. The transmit SNR at the BS is set ρ = 10dB.
In Fig. 3.3, the precision of the mappings developed is evaluated. The
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Figure 3.4: The mismatch,
expected CDF is used.

P r{k∗ =k}−wk
wk

(%), in resource allocation when the

metric used for the evaluation are |E(Ũ − U )| and var(Ũ − U ), where Ũ and U
are the estimated and actual random variables. The first metric is a measure of
unbiasedness and the second is a measure of the mean squared error. Both ECS
and N P CS − 1 are unbiased estimates and so have smaller |E(Ũ − U )|. When
the means squared error (MSE) is used as a metric, NPCS-2 has smaller MSE
than NPCS-1. However, both have higher MSE than ECS. This is because of the
randomization introduced in these methods in order to generate a uniform random
variable whereas ECS generates a discrete random variable. Both the average error
and the MSE decrease as the number of samples Nk increase and go to zero when
Nk → ∞.
We note that ECS results in the smallest average error and MSE. However,
this method does not guarantee the desired resource allocation for the users. Simulation results documenting the mismatch are shown in Fig. 3.4. When Nk → ∞
we expect the mismatch to diminish. However, for finite Nk , the mismatch is significant and is unpredictable being heavily dependent on system parameters. This
shows that if resource allocation has to be tightly controlled, the interpolation step
is needed in NPCS algorithms. Also, the system throughput with the ECS scheduler is slightly better than NPCS-1 but poorer than NPCS-2 in our experiments.
We also noticed the system throughput using ECS in comparison to the NPCS
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Figure 3.5: Performance of practical CDF scheduling as a function of collected
channel data Nk under Rayleigh fading.

algorithms does not have a consistent pattern. The relative system throughput
depends on system parameters such as number of users, allocation weights, and
pathloss of these users etc making it difficult to draw conclusions. However, we
are interested in methods with a strict requirement on the resource allocation for
users and so only pay attention to algorithms NPCS-1 and NPCS-2.
The performance of the proposed scheduling methods as a function of number of samples Nk is shown in Fig. 3.5. From the figure, it can be seen that NPCS-2
obtains higher system throughput than NPCS-1 does. Furthermore, with information about the channel model, PCS utilize this fact and performs slightly better
than the NPCS algorithms. When Nk increases, the achieved system throughput increases as expected since we obtain more accurate information about the
channels of the users. With Nk large enough, e.g. Nk > 30 samples, the loss in
throughput is under 0.7% in comparison to the case when the channel distribution
is known perfectly. This bodes well for CDF based methods as this requirement
is typically easy to obtain in real networks where the fast fading is of the order of
milliseconds and the channel model does not change significantly in seconds. For
example, if a CQI sample is collected in every 1-millisecond LTE frame, a thousand
samples will be collected in 1 second which easily enables NPCS-2 to approach the
performance of knowing perfectly the CDF of the channel.
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Figure 3.6: Average transmit SNR used in NPCS-2 and extended CS [1] as a
function of collected channel data Nk under Rayleigh fading.

We now compare NPCS-2 with a CDF based technique proposed in [1] to
support discrete rates. To enable the comparison, we use NPCS-2 to support a set
discrete rates with {1, 2, 4, 6, 8} bps/Hz which might correspond to BPSK, QPSK,
16QAM and so on. The two algorithms achieve the same system throughput as
shown in Fig. 3.5. Because in NPCS-2 we use order statistics and employ a finer
partition5 of the resource allocation decision variable Ũ , given a chosen rate, the
algorithm has better selection and favors the user with a better channel quality.
Given any chosen rate, if the system employs back off for the transmit SNR, i.e.
power control, then NPCS-2 requires less average SNR for the transmission as
shown in Fig. 3.6. The transmit power requirement is less than the extended
CS in [1] by about 1 dB in our experiment setup assuming the extended CS has
explicit CQI and is able to back off the transmit power. Equivalently, if the two
algorithms have the same average SNR, NPCS-2 achieves about 10% higher system
throughput. A more thorough comparison and study of the methods developed
in this paper to support discrete rates is the subject of our future work. The
preliminary results are very encouraging.
Typically, the fading model at the location of a user k depends on the
geographical characteristic of the transmission environment and can be learnt and
5

The partition in [1] is based on the number of discrete rates and in NPCS-2 is based on Nk .
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characterized by the network. PCS exploits the learnt model and estimate the
instantaneous parameters of the model. From Fig. 3.5, it is shown PCS has better
performance than NPCS algorithms. Though the advantage of PCS might need
further study, it is reasonable that having more understanding of the channel model
can help improve allocation decisions.
The performance of CDF and PF scheduling are compared in Fig. 3.7. To
ease the comparison, we consider a system with two users with the difference in
the average received SNR being 10dB. In one set of simulations, both users are
assume to be experiencing Rayleigh fading. In the other, one user is assumed under
Rayleigh fading while the other is under Nakagami-m fading [57], with m = 4. The
performance using PF scheduling with the parameter β in (3.4) is investigated
first. For a chosen β, the allocation probability for the users, which is collected
by averaging over 106 experiments, is used to set the corresponding weights in
CDF based scheduling, e.g. weight of user 1 is set to equal P r{k ∗ = 1} in PF
scheduling. We note that though the CDF based scheduling with perfect channel
knowledge does not depend on Nk , its performance is not a constant in Fig. 3.7
because weights for users which is taken based on the performance of PF scheduling
method, change slightly. When β is smaller than ∼ 0.6, the PF scheduling is
close to Opportunistic scheduling which favors and almost always (with probability
> 90% in this experiment) allocates resource to the user with higher SNR. In this
case, PF scheduling is better than CDF scheduling. When priorities of users are
stressed more, it is observed that CDF scheduling outperforms PF scheduling.
This situation happens frequently when we want to allocate comparable amounts
of resource to the users. Similar results are observed with other combinations of
fading types.
As the allocation of a user does not depend on parameters of others as
well as number of user K, we consider a user k with weight wk = 0.5. The
resource allocation as a function of Nk for this user is investigated in the proposed
learning method. Here, our concern is with the difference between the allocation
probability for user k and the desired allocation probability wk . The goal is to keep
this discrepancy small, e.g. within range [wk − , wk + ]. We note that the average
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allocation probability is reasonably guaranteed with a sufficient number of samples
Nk . Specifically, with Nk > 8 the largest different between wk and P r{k ∗ = k} is
smaller than 0.005 in the experiments presented in Fig. 3.5. As Nk increases, the
allocation probability for user k converges to wk , as P r {|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | < }
gradually goes to 1 as proved in theorem 4 and observed in Fig. 3.8.

3.6

Conclusion
We have proposed practical approaches to enable the application of CDF

based scheduling technique in heterogeneous multiuser systems. The proposed
NPCS and PCS algorithms are shown to precisely control resource allocation for
users, simple enough to be employed in real systems, and frequently have better
performance than the existing PF scheduling. In the comparison with PF scheduling, the CDF based scheduling is better when the fairness among users is of major
concern. For the methods developed, the achievable throughput of each user increases and quickly approaches the throughput achievable with perfect knowledge
of the CDF. Specifically, the throughput is about 99% of the perfect CDF case
when the user has about 30 i.i.d channel samples making the methods practically
viable.
The text of this chapter, in full, is a reprint of the paper [58], Anh H.
Nguyen, Yichao Huang and Bhaskar D. Rao Learning methods used for CDF
scheduling in multiuser heterogeneous systems, that has been submitted for publication on IEEE Transaction on Signal Processing. The dissertation author is
the primary researcher and author, and the co-authors listed in this publication
collaborated and supervised the research constitutes this chapter.
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3.7

Appendices

3.7.1

CDF based scheduling versus Opportunistic Scheduling
We denote the PDF and CDF of the throughput from the BS to the users by

fRk (.) and FRk (.) respectively with k = 1, 2. In Opportunistic scheduling, a user k
is selected when it obtains the higher rate, the CDF of the rate of the selected users
has the distribution FRk∗ (x) = FR1 (x)FR2 (x) [53]. The average system throughput
using Opportunistic scheduling RO is
Z

∞

xd[FR1 (x)FR2 (x)].

RO =

(3.32)

0
1

In CDF scheduling, the CDF of the rate of the selected user k ∗ is FRk∗ (x) wk .
Referred from [49], the average system throughput using CDF based scheduling
RCDF is
Z

∞

RCDF =

1

1

xd[w1 FR1 (x) w1 + w2 FR2 (x) w2 ].

(3.33)

0

Then, we want to prove RCDF ≤ RO and work out the condition for the equality.
Z

∞

1

1

xd[w1 FR1 (x) w1 + w2 FR2 (x) w2 − FR1 (x)FR2 (x)]

RCDF − RO =

(3.34)

0
1

We consider the function FRi (x) wi = eyi which is a convex function w.r.t yi =
1
ln FRi (x).
wi
(αy1 +(1−α)y2

e

From the properties of convex functions, we have αey1 + (1 − α)ey2 ≥

. Set α = w1 , we have
w1 ey1 + w2 ey2 ≥ e(w1 y1 +w2 y2 ) ,

or equivalently, by replacing yi =
1

1
wi

ln FRi (x), we obtain
1

g(x) = w1 FR1 (x) w1 + w2 FR2 (x) w2 − FR1 (x)FR2 (x) ≥ 0.

(3.35)
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R∞
We now prove 0 xdg(x) < 0. Note that limx→0 g(x) = 0 and limx→∞ g(x) = 0.
R∞
R∞
We have 0 xdg(x) = xg(x)|∞
0 − 0 g(x)dx. Let us begin with the achievable rate
R∞
of a user k, 0 xfRk (x)dx which is finite. Then, limx→∞ FRk (x) > 1 − x−α , for
R∞
some α > 1. Otherwise, we have 0 fRk (x)xdx > P r{Ri > x}x = limx→∞ (1 −
FRk (x))x = ∞ which contradicts with the finite rate condition. As a consequence,


1
x FRk (x) wk − FRk (x) = O(x1−α ) which goes to zero when x approach infini ∞
h
1
= 0. Hence, limx→0 xg(x) = 0 and
ity. The term wk x FRk (x) wk − FRk (x)
0

limx→∞ xg(x) = 0 or equivalently xg(x)|∞
0 = 0 which result in
Z

∞

Z
xdg(x) = −

0

∞

g(x)dx < 0,

(3.36)

0

because g(x) > 0. Hence, CDF based scheduling can not outperform Opportunistic
scheduling, which is not a surprise result. Our interest is to determine under which
conditions, the two scheduling methods have equal performance. From (3.35), the
two scheduling methods have similar performance when the equality holds, which
results in g(x) = 0. This happens when y1 = y2 or
1

1

FR1 (x) w1 = FR2 (x) w2 ∀x.

(3.37)

Equivalently, CDF scheduling has the same selection as Opportunistic scheduling
or the user with the higher SNR is selected. In a system with K users, CDF
scheduling has the same selecting result as Opportunistic scheduling for any couple
of users. In the end, the user with the highest SNR is selected which means the
algorithm obtains highest system throughput.
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3.7.2

The precision of the mapping in NPCS algorithm
The expectation of the ik -th variable in the constructed ordered sequence

of CDF as described in NPCS algorithm, is
1

Z
E{Uk(ik ) } =

Nk
0

= Nk
=

Nk −1
ik −1

Nk −1
ik −1





xik −1 [1 − x]Nk −ik xdx

B(ik + 1, Nk − ik + 1)

ik
,
Nk + 1

(a)
(b)
(c)

(3.38)

where we get (a) from the PDF of the variable as in (3.17) and by utilizing the
fact the CDF of a variable uniformly distributed in [0, 1] is FU (x) = x. Equation
(b) comes from [54, 8.380] and the last equation is due to the definition of Beta
function [54, 8.384.1].
Similar, the variance of Uk(ik ) can be calculated
2
σU2 k(i ) = E{Uk(i
} − E{Uk(ik ) }2
k)
k
Z 1
 i −1
−1
=
Nk Nikk−1
x k [1 − x]Nk −1 x2 dx −
0

=
2
}=
where E{Uk(i
k)

ik (Nk + 1 − ik )
,
(Nk + 1)2 (Nk + 2)

ik (ik +1)
(Nk +1)(Nk +2)

i2k
(Nk + 1)2
(3.39)

which is similar to the calculation in deriving the

mean.
NPCS-2
The mapping from the unknown CDF of the CQI to a variable Ũk(ik ) is bias.
The average difference is


ik
1 ik
ik − 1
Nk + 1 − 2ik
E[Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) ] =
−
+
=
−−−−→ 0 (3.40)
Nk + 1 2 Nk
Nk
2Nk (Nk + 1) Nk →∞
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The variance of the difference between Uk(ik ) and Ũk(ik ) is obtained
σU2

= E{(Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) )2 } − E{(Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) )}2

k(ik ) −Ũk(ik )

2
2
= E{Uk(i
} − 2E{Uk(ik ) }E{Ũk(ik ) } + E{Ũk(i
} − E{(Uk(ik ) − Ũk(ik ) )}2
k)
k)

=

2 + 5Nk + 4Nk2 + 12ik Nk2 − 12i2k Nk2 + Nk3 + 12ik Nk3
,
24Nk2 + 60Nk3 + 48Nk4 + 12Nk5
1
2

where E{Ũk(ik ) } =

h

ik
Nk

+

ik −1
Nk

i

2
and E{Ũk(i
}=
k)

i3k −(ik −1)3
.
3Nk2

(3.41)

When Nk → ∞, we

have

lim

Nk →∞

3.7.3

σu2k(i ) −ũk(i )
k
k

= lim

ik +

1
12

−

i2k
Nk

Nk2

Nk →∞

= 0.

(3.42)

Performance of PCS
From (3.45), the probability that a user k with channel SNR x is selected
1

is FXk (ρ̂k ) (x) wk

−1

. The average throughput of the user is

Z

∞

log2 (1 + x)FXk (ρ̂k ) (x)fXk (x)dx

RP CS|ρ̂k =
0

∞
lρ +ρ̂
1 X  w1 
−x k k
k
=
(−1)l e ρk ρ̂k log2 (1 + x)dx
ρk l=0 l
0


∞
lρk +ρ̂k
1 X  w1 −1 
ρ̂k
lρ
+
ρ̂
k
k
l+1
k
=
(−1)
e ρk ρ̂k Ei −
,
l
ln 2 l=0
ρ̂k + lρk
ρk ρ̂k

Z

∞

x

where fXk (x) =

1 − ρk
e
ρk

− ρ̂x

and FXk (ρ̂k ) (x) = 1 − e

k

(3.43)

. The last equation comes from

the exponential integral defined in [54, 4.337.2].
From the estimated pathloss ρ̂k =

1
x
Nk k,i

where xk,i is the collected CQIs,
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ρ̂k has χ22Nk distribution. The average system throughput is
RP CS

1
=
ln 2

Z

∞

RP CS2|ρ̂k fρ̂k (ρ̂k )dρ̂k
0
K X
∞ 
∞X

NkNk − Nρk ρ̂k
e k
l
Γ(N
k)
0
k=1 l=0


Nk
lρk +ρ̂k
ρ̂k
lρk + ρ̂k
ρk ρ̂k
e
dρ̂k .
× Nk
Ei −
ρk ρ̂k
ρk (ρ̂k + lρk )

1
=
ln 2

where fρ̂k (ρ̂k ) =

Nk
ρk Γ(Nk )



Z

Nk ρ̂k
ρk

Nk −1

e

−

1
wk

Nk ρ̂k
ρk

−1



(−1)l+1

(3.44)

. As we do not have a close form ex-

pression for the integral, we use numerical integration for calculating the average
throughput of the system using PCS algorithm. To avoid possible error amplification due to the infinite sum in (3.44), we prefer to apply the numerical integration
after taking the sum.

3.7.4

The precision in resource allocation of PCS
As the main concern is a user k, perfect CDF knowledge is assumed for

other users. Then, user k, with the instantaneous SNR x is selected if the weighed
version of its calculated CDF is greater than weighted CDF of any other user j
1

1

FXj (ρj ) (xj ) wj ≤ FXk (ρ̂k ) (x) wk ,

(3.45)

where xj is the SNR on channel of user j. The probability user k is selected is
Z

∗

∞

P r{k = k} =
0

Z
=

Y

wj

FXk (ρ̂k ) (x) wk fXk (x)dx

j6=k
∞

FXk (ρ̂k ) (x)αk fXk (x)dx,

(3.46)

0

where αk =

1
wk

− ρ̂x

− 1. Note that FXk (ρ̂k ) (x) = 1 − e

on the estimated parameter ρ̂k and fXk (x) =

1
e
ρk

k

− ρx

k

is the calculated CDF based
is the real distribution of the
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SNR of user k. Using Taylor expansion we have the following approximation
fXk (x) = fXk (ρ̂k ) (x) + fX0 k (ρ̂k ) (x)∆ρk + O (∆ρk )2


∆ρk ∆ρk
' fXk (ρ̂k ) (x) 1 + x 2 −
,
ρ̂k
ρ̂k


(3.47)

The precision of the approximation is shown in Fig. 3.9. When the difference of ρk
and ρ̂k is not large, the approximation is almost equal to the real function. where
∆ρk = ρk − ρ̂k . Then, the probability that user k is selected is
∗



∆ρk
1−
ρ̂k

Z

∞

P r{k = k} =
FXk (ρ̂k ) (x)αk fXk (ρ̂k ) (x)dx
0
Z ∞
∆ρk
FXk (ρ̂k ) (x)αk fXk (ρ̂k ) (x)xdx
+ 2
ρ̂
k 0

Z
∆ρk
∆ρk ∞
[1 − e−y ]αk e−y ydy
= wk 1 −
+
ρ̂k
ρ̂k 0
Z
∞
∆ρk ∆ρk ∞ X αk −(l+1)y
= wk − wk
( l )e
(−1)l ydy
+
ρ̂k
ρ̂k 0 l=0
!
∞
X
∆ρk
1
= wk +
( αlk ) (−1)l
−wk +
,
ρ̂k
(l + 1)2
l=0
where y =

x
ρ̂k

(3.48)

and we use Taylor expansion to obtain the third equation. To

quantify how many samples are needed so the allocation for user k is precise enough,
P k xl
we consider the distribution of ρ̂k . As ρ̂k = N
l=1 Nk where each random variable
xl has chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, Nk ρρ̂kk has chi-squared
distribution with 2Nk degrees of freedom.


1
ρ̂k Nk
Fρ̂k (ρ̂k ) =
γ Nk ,
Γ(Nk )
ρk

(3.49)

Then, if we want the resource allocation for user k has the precision , which means
|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | <  or equivalently
(l)

(r)

ρ̂k < ρ̂k < ρ̂k ,

(3.50)
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with Ak = −wk +

P∞

(l)

l=0

1
( αlk ) (−1)l (l+1)
=
2 . The ρ̂k

ρk
1+ A

(r)

while ρ̂k =

k

ρk
1− A

if

k

(r)

Ak >  and ρ̂k = ∞ if Ak < . Then, this condition P r {|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | < }
needs to be guaranteed to happen with high probability, we have the result in
(3.31).
From this equation, we consider a chi-square distribution random variable
with the same CDF denoted ν, with 2Nk degreeof freedom. Then, ν hasmean Nk

,
and variance 2Nk . From (3.31), set ∆w = min Nk − 1+Nk , 1−Nk − Nk = ANkk+
Ak

Ak

∗

we have P r {|P r{k = k} − wk | < } ≥ P r {Nk − ∆w < ν < Nk + ∆w }. Using
Chebyshev inequality, we have
p
1
P r{|ν − Nk | > m 2Nk } ≤ 2 .
m
Choosing m =

√∆w
2Nk

=

√

Nk √2(A

k +)

, combined with (3.31), we obtain

2
P r {|P r{k = k} − wk | < } ≥ 1 −
Nk
∗

(3.51)


2
Ak
1+
−−−−→ 1.
Nk →∞


(3.52)
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a) Rayleigh fading
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b) Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading

Figure 3.7: Comparison between CDF and PF scheduling as a function of collected channel data Nk . In the first model, (a), both users are under Rayleigh
fading and in the second model, (b), one user is under Rayleigh fading and the
other user is under Nakagami-m fading with m = 4.
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Figure 3.8: Allocation precision P r {|P r{k ∗ = k} − wk | < } as a function of
collected channel data Nk under Rayleigh fading.
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Figure 3.9: An illustration of the approximation of fXk (ρk ) (x) by fXk (ρ̂k ) (x) as in
(3.47) where the continuous lines are real values and the discontinuous lines are
for the approximated values.

Chapter 4
CDF scheduling algorithms for
finite rate multiuser systems with
limited feedback
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In this work, simple and practical CDF scheduling methods are developed
that preserve the virtues of CDF scheduling, namely fairness and effective use of
multiuser diversity. They are the accelerated extended CDF scheduling (AeCS),
modified non-parametric CDF scheduling (modified NPCS), and the CDF scheduling with optimized Quantizers (CSwQ) methods. The developed methods do not
need a priori knowledge of the channel distribution and can work effectively in
systems that support discrete number of transmission rates and are constrained
by limited feedback resources. They exploit the limited feedback resource for their
scheduling decisions and transmission rate selections and learn the distribution of
channel quality information of each user, as needed, in order to best exploit multiuser diversity. The CSwQ method is shown to have desirable properties in terms
of both system throughput and power savings. Analytical results for the system
throughput and power savings of the CSwQ method are developed that are valid
for a finite number of observation samples. Then, through numerical simulations,
the developed methods are shown to effectively save transmit power and achieve
high system throughput. In addition, they converge rapidly with the number of
data samples to the ideal case wherein perfect knowledge of the channel CDF is
assumed.

4.1

Introduction
A significant challenge in wireless communication system design is providing

satisfactory service to a large number of users with varying needs and conditions.
This can be partially interpreted as achieving both the highest system throughput and reasonably meeting each individual requirement. The first goal of high
system throughput is achieved by being opportunistic and exploiting multiuser
diversity [2]. The second goal of meeting user needs is achieved by sacrificing
system throughput to maintain fairness among users [5]. Specifically, the system
allocates resources to users with poorer channels to guarantee their needs are met
even though such allocations are not supportive of achieving high system throughput. Because these goals are in conflict, good scheduling methods need to support
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fairness among users with minimal loss in overall system throughput. There are
many scheduling methods and in this paper we consider cumulative distribution
function (CDF) based scheduling proposed in [21]. This is because of the many
promising attributes of the CDF scheduling, namely flexible and precise control
of temporal fairness among users while at the same time ensuring high system
throughput. A requirement and challenge in CDF scheduling is that the CDF of
each user’s channel quality has to be known a priori. The practical scheduling
methods developed in [51, 58] do not require a priori knowledge of channel distribution but learn them from the data and have been shown to retain many of the
advantages of CDF scheduling wherein the CDF is assumed to be known perfectly.
Motivated by the attractive features of CDF scheduling, in this work we seek to
further advance and modify the developed methods so that they can be applied
effectively to real systems with limited feedback resources and that support a finite
number of transmission rates.
As mentioned above, ensuring satisfactory quality of services for all users
is of utmost importance in wireless networks. To do so, many fairness preserving
scheduling methods have been developed which attempt to guarantee that every
user is adequately served while efficiently utilizing network resource by exploiting
multiuser diversity. Some commonly used fairness preserving schedulers are temporal fairness [4], game theory based fairness [59], utilitarian fairness [60, 8, 61], MaxMin fairness [62, 63] which maximizes the minimum among rates of the users, and
max rate scheduling which are special cases of proportional fairness (PF) [5, 6, 7].
Fairness can also be supported by using utility functions [43], and by minimizing
potential delay as in [26]. On one end of the fairness versus throughtput tradeoff spectrum is round robin scheduling [3], where users are served in a sequential
manner and hence fairness is guaranteed. However, the approach does not exploit
multiuser diversity and therefore results in poor overall system throughput. A
popular and effective method is proportional fairness (PF) [5]. The method selects
a user based on both the instantaneous channel quality as well as the average rate
experienced in the past which is measured over a suitably chosen time window.
However, analytical tractability of the PF scheduling in a multiuser environment
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with different user requirements is challenging and intractable to date.
This motivates our work on CDF scheduling [21, 49, 50]. Interestingly,
CDF based scheduling has superior ability to precisely control temporal fairness
among users and has the capability to make a good tradeoff between diversity and
fairness. Recent studies have shown that the method is tractable in fairly complex environments and the analysis can lead to interesting system insights. The
CDF-based scheduling is leveraged in a general multicell network in [48] and in a
partial feedback OFDMA relay system in [49] to guarantee scheduling fairness and
simultaneously obtain multiuser diversity gain. In [50], the CDF-based scheduling
is analytically studied in the random beamforming framework, and the notion of
individual sum rate and individual scaling laws are proposed to characterize the
performance under this scheduling policy. The challenge of learning the CDF and
making them practical is addressed in [1, 51, 58]. The ranking based scheduling
method in [51, 52] works very well and is able to ensure all users in the system are
served equally. However, the performance when users have different priorities and
different number of CQI samples is unclear. The non-parametric CDF scheduling
(NPCS) method1 is shown to be optimal for maximizing overall system throughput. Also, through numerical simulations, the practical CDF scheduling methods
developed are shown to be frequently superior to PF scheduling particularly when
fairness is emphasized [58]. However, the methods developed in [51, 58] assume no
limitation on feedback resources and also assume that the system can support a
continuum of rates. In [1], a system that supports a finite number of rates is considered. An interesting method, the Extended Cumulative distribution function
Scheduler (ECS), is developed and analyzed. However, the method developed converges very slowly, which limits it use, and also feedback resources are considered
in a limited context.
In CDF based scheduling, similar to other opportunistic scheduling methods, the BS needs channel information to calculate the chosen scheduling metric
for user selection and resource allocation. The channel information is hence vital
to the performance of these scheduling methods and is obtained through a feed1

Because NPCS-2 has the best performance among NPCS algorithms proposed in [58], we use
NPCS to refer to NPCS-2.
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back mechanism [64]. The type of channel information that the BS has depends on
the feedback method employed. An overview of feedback methods, the importance
of feedback information, the state of the art techniques in feedback reduction as
well as many related issues is provided in [23]. With feedback information, multiuser diversity can be exploited [22, 24] and maximum system throughput can
be achieved [2]. The overall throughput is shown in [25] to have double logarithmic growth not only for full channel state information (CSI) but also for one bit
feedback systems. Though it is most desirable to have the highest quality feedback information [65], such perfect feedback information is not available in real
systems. In fact, any type of imperfection, which can be due to measurement error
or feedback delay [66, 67, 68, 69], results in degradation in system performance
which can be reflected in lower overall throughput, higher packet error rate [66] or
more frequent outage conditions. In reality, only quantized feedback information
is available [70] and the feedback can be optimized to maximize the average rate.
The impact of limited feedback is further studied in [71, 72, 73, 74], wherein the
system performance is analyzed and transmission techniques are suitably adjusted.
Based on practical constraints, in this work we consider a system with limited feedback. Specifically, quantized feedback is assumed where each user is allocated a
fixed number of feedback bits.
The work developed in this paper addresses the challenge of CDF scheduling methods in the context of systems with limited number of transmission rates
(M ) and limited feedback resources per user (B). The outline and contributions
of this work are as follows. In section II, the multiuser system model is presented
along with the background on CDF scheduling. In section III, a modification to
the extended CS [1], the accelerated extended CS (AeCS) method, is proposed to
address the slow convergence problems of the extended CS method. To address the
issues of feedback bits and varying number of training samples per user, the modified NPCS method [58] is proposed. Interestingly, this modified method together
with a back-off scheme requires much less power than AeCS. As a consequence, the
method achieves significantly higher throughput if the two use the same average
transmit power. However, if the two have the same maximum transmit power, this
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method has a slight lower throughput in comparison with AeCS. We propose a
CDF Scheduler with optimized Quantizers (CSwQ) which combines the virtues of
both the modified NPCS and the AeCS. As a result, the proposed CSwQ scheme
has the highest throughput while using significantly less power than the extended
CS scheme. To best adapt the feedback strategy to each user’s channel distribution, a method to fine tune the user’s feedback quantizer according to the collected
CQI samples is proposed. Finally, the throughput and power consumption of the
CSwQ is analyzed. In contrast to the asymptotic nature of the results in [1], the
performance analysis results are valid for a finite number of samples. Then, in
section IV, experimental results are presented to support and verify the performance of the proposed methods. The simulations are shown to agree well with the
results. Furthermore, the system throughput is shown to converge quite rapidly
to the optimal throughput when the CDF is assumed known.

4.2

System model
We consider a multiuser downlink system with K users, each equipped with

a single antenna. These users are served by a base station (BS) which also has a
single antenna. Though the downlink system is specifically considered, a similar
consideration can be applied to the uplink. Upon knowing the channel information,
the BS selects a user for resource allocation. The received signal at a user k is
√
yk = hk ρsk + nk ,

(4.1)

where yk is the received signal, sk is the transmit signal, and nk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the
additive noise. ρ is the transmit power and referred as transmit SNR since the
noise is fixed at variance one. hk ∈ C 1×1 is the channel from the BS to the selected
user k, which is assumed to be independent over time, Throughout this work, the
channels as well as noise are assumed i.i.d. across users and over time.
We denote the random variable associated with the CQI and the SNR of a
user k by capital letters Zk and Xk , where the instantaneous values are zk = |hk |2
and xk = ρzk . To select a user to be served on a resource block, CDF based
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scheduling [21] is used. The CDF scheduler selects a user as follows:
1
wk

∗

k = arg max uk , where uk = FZk (zk ).
k

(4.2)

wk is the weight which represents the proportion of network resource allocated to
user k. The positive weight wk can be understood as priority of user k and is
P
preassigned to all users k = 1, . . . , K so that K
k=1 wk = 1. The transformation
of the CQI Zk to Uk = FZk (Zk ) is an important step in computing the metric
for scheduling. For discussion purposes, we use the terminology U-space when
working with the transformed random variables and the CQI or original space
when working with the CQI. Several advantages follow from the CDF scheduling
policy. Note that the entire distribution plays a role in scheduling and that the
random variable Uk obtained from Zk is a uniform random variable between [0, 1].
All the CQI are transformed to uniform random variables and so they appear
identically distributed to the scheduler. From the user perspective, they also have
the perception of competing with other users with similar characteristics! The
other user distributions do not impact the performance of a particular user, in
contrast to the PF scheduler, greatly simplifying the resource allocation and service
guarantee task. Secondly, because the CDF is used in the transformation, and the
CDF is a monotonically increasing function2 , large values in CQI also results in
large values in the transformed random variable. The selection policy ensures that
the channel is assigned to the user k when the channel of user k is in a favorable
condition, i.e. user with the minimum P (Zk > zk ) is scheduled. In other words, a
user is scheduled when the user’s channel supports a rate which is high enough but
least probable to become higher, i.e. high end tail of its rate distribution. Thirdly,
the resource needed can be allocated and readily met by choosing the weights, i.e.
P (k ∗ = k) = wk . Fourthly, this scheduler lends itself well for analytical studies and
for developing insights as explained previously.
However, in real systems, the channel distribution needed to calculate
FZk (zk ) in (4.2) is usually unknown. CDF based scheduling methods for finite
2

This is for simplicity. The general non-decreasing property can also be readily accommodated
with some caveats
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rate systems with limited feedback resources and when the channel distribution is
unknown are developed in this work.

4.3

Finite rate CS scheduling
In CDF scheduling, the BS upon selecting a user can transmit at the max-

imum rate supported by the link. In practice, the BS can only transmit at one
of some finite predefined rates [1]. The rate options for the BS are assumed be
a set of M rates r0 = 0, . . . , rM −1 . It is assumed that the BS selects rate ri for
communicating with a user if the capacity of the link to that user is greater than
ri but smaller than ri+1 .
Now we examine the relationship between the number of transmission rates
M , the number of feedback bits per user B and the number of collected CQI per
user Nk . The number of transmission rates M is typically small, and we assume
that the number of feedback bits B assigned to each user to be more than capable
of encoding these transmission rates. The BS collects Nk CQI samples from each
user and with time, and reasonable channel coherence time, Nk can be large. This
leads to the relationship
M ≤ 2B  Nk .

(4.3)

The problem we discuss is how to design an effective CDF based scheduler under
these constraints.

4.3.1

Window based Extended CS
An interesting scheme, the extended CS, was proposed in [1]. Though

feedback bits were not explicitly mentioned, it can be interpreted as a scheme
where M = 2B . We briefly summarize the scheme to motivate our work.
Algorithm 1. Extended CS
• Each user k measures its CQI and reports the rate index ik .
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• The scheduler draws a sample uk from a uniform random variable Uk in the
1
w

interval [qk,ik −1 , qk,ik ] and transforms it into a scheduling metric uk k for user
k.
• The scheduler selects a user whose scheduling metric is the largest, as in
(4.2).
• The BS transmit to user k ∗ .
• The scheduler updates the probabilities pk,i of the rates, and qk,i the corresponding partition in the U space as follows
pk,i ← λpk,i + (1 − λ)1i=ik
qk,i ←

i
X

pk,j ,

(4.4)

j=1

where 0 < λ < 1.
In this method, λ is a parameter that controls the convergence rate of the
method. An interesting feature of the method is that asymptotically, on convergence, it partitions the interval [0, 1] (U space) into M disjoint regions in an
optimal manner. The feedback requirements are minimal and equal log M bits.
However, there is room for improvement. The convergence rate of the method is
quite slow as shown in the numerical experiments presented in [1]. As a result,
the partitions can be quite poor in an environment with short coherence times.
So more optimal use of the data would be beneficial in learning the partitions.
The number of feedback bits usually can be larger than the rates and it would be
desirable to extend the method to accommodate this possibility. Since the number
of rates are fixed, the improvement, from the additional number of bits, is more
likely to be in better user selection and power savings. We will elaborate more on
this later.
Accelerated Extended CS (AeCS): For Extended CS, we found the convergence rate can be improved by making more aggressive use of the data initially and
by setting the parameter λ adaptively, i.e. time varying λk . At the instant Nk , the
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parameter λ is set as follows: λk =

Nk −1
.
Nk

This approach is akin to a decreasing step

size in adaptive methods with the weight given to new samples diminishing with
time, i.e. 1 − λk =

1
.
Nk

This strategy is appropriate in a stationary environment

but not for time varying environments. To deal with the non-stationary (slowly
time varying) case, one can simply choose not to reduce λk below a predetermined
threshold. We do not pursue this in this paper. Our simulations show that this
simple change greatly speeds up the convergence rate of the methods making it viable in practical scenarios. However, this does not address how to more effectively
exploit feedback resources when 2B > M. For the rest of the paper, we are interested in developing methods which can converge fast as well as effectively adapt
with the availability of feedback resources.

4.3.2

Modified NPCS Algorithm
To better utilize feedback resources and to support finite rate transmis-

sion, we consider adaptation of a recently developed NPCS algorithm for learning
the CDF [58]. In this method, the Nk samples are sorted in an ascending order
zk(1) ≤ · · · ≤ zk(Nk ) . The order statistics based approach appears more natural
because large values of CQI are likely to play a more important role in scheduling
and density mapping at the high end is more relevant. If the CDF was known, then
the random CQI variable Zk would be mapped to a random variable Uk , uniformly
distributed in [0, 1], using the CDF, i.e. Uk = FZk (Zk ). Since the CDF is a nondecreasing function, the CDF mapping would result in the ordered CQI to map to
an ordered set of values in the interval [0, 1], i.e. the CDF mapping would result in
uk(i) = FZk (zk(i) ) which are also ordered; uk(1) ≤ · · · ≤ uk(ik ) ≤ · · · ≤ uk(Nk ) . Since
the order is preserved, the current CQI, assumed to be in order ik would map to
uk(ik ) , the ik -th position. Note that even though the order statistics of the CQI are
not known, the distribution of the order statistics in the U space, Uk(i) , are well
known. Since the mean of the ordered statistics of Uk(i) are known, NPCS considers a construction of a mapping from zk(i) to the i-th element ũk(i) by partition
the interval [0, 1] into disjoint intervals with the mean values as the centers and
generating a random variable uniform over that interval. As shown in [58], NPCS
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with explicit feedback is the optimal algorithm for continuous rate transmission.
For limited feedback systems, it is still optimal if the feedback resource is adequate
to convey the order of user’s CQI, i.e. when B > log2 (Nk ). However, in practice
B < log2 (Nk ) would be the regime of interest, and it is modified to accommodate
this constraint. The algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm 2. Modified NPCS algorithm
• CDF mapping: For each of K users, generate a sample value to be used
for resource allocation.
– Initialization:
∗ The CDF domain [0, 1] is divided into Q = 2B equally spaced bins.
i
h
The bin i is the interval [qk,i , qk,i+1 ] = (i − 1) Q1 , i Q1 with 1 ≤ i ≤
Q.
∗ Each user k collects Nk CQI samples which includes the instantaneous CQI and the past ones. These CQI are sorted in an ascending
order and the position of the instantaneous CQI j is identified.
– Identify a feedback index
∗ Calculate the expected value of the CDF, given the order j [58]
E{Uk,j } =

j
,
Nk + 1

(4.5)

with 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk .
∗ Identify the feedback index ik if

j
Nk +1

∈ [qk,ik , qk,ik +1 ).

– The BS upon receiving the feedback index from a user k, generates the
corresponding sample value ũk based on a uniform distribution over the
interval [qk,ik , qk,ik +1 ), where qk,ik is the boundary between bins ik and
ik + 1.
1
w

• User selection: k ∗ = arg maxk ũk k .
• Rate selection: The selected user feeds back its explicit CQI for rate selection.
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As can be seen from the description of the algorithm, the algorithm is
quite simple and the computation and data collection tasks can be conducted
in a distributed manner. Each user keeps its own channel data and generates
a feedback index in each scheduling interval. The BS collects feedback indexes
from all users, generates the corresponding CDF samples and makes a scheduling
decision. An advantage of this approach is that the computational requirements
for the BS as well as for each user are minimal. In contrast to Extended CS,
which is rate centric, this algorithm is CQI centric and hence power centric. As
a result, an advantage of this approach is that the selected user, though is not
guaranteed to have the highest rate, has the higher average SNR since the user
is more likely to be selected when it’s channel is in good condition. This implies
that the user is likely to have better CQI than needed for the discrete rate selected
and supported by the system. Hence the BS can reduce transmit power to meet
the SNR requirements for that rate, thereby leading to power savings. Since the
fedback procedure does not incorporate rate information, in order for the BS to
transmit outage free, the user must feed back the rate index upon selection. This
step is an extra requirement. Furthermore, though the overall SNR is much better
than that in AeCS, as shown by the numerical results in Section 4.4 (Fig. 4.2),
there is a slight loss in overall throughput as observed in the experiments [75].
This can be attributed to the fact that the boundaries in the U space generated
by modified NPCS based on CQI do not coincide with the rate boundaries and so
some regions can encompass two rates. We therefore look for a method that can
make the best of AeCS and modified NPCS, and can effectively address both the
loss in throughput of the modified NPCS and the low overall SNR of AeCS.

4.3.3

CDF scheduling with optimized Quantizers (CSwQ)
In the proposed scheme, we suggest doing the partition of the U -space in

a hierarchical manner. First partition the [0, 1] interval into M disjoint intervals
corresponding to the rates. This is an attempt to capture the virtues of AeCS.
Then partition each rate region more finely accounting for the remaining 2B − M
quantization levels. This is an attempt to capture the virtues of NPCS. Though
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these finer regions are not beneficial in term of increasing system throughput, it
helps in the selection of an user with favorable channel conditions and hence potential power savings. For this discussion we assume that the number of partitions for
each rate region, Li for rate ri , is fixed and known a priori. Intuitively, rates more
likely to be supported by the channel should be partitioned more finely and this
makes use of the feedback resources more effectively. We will discuss the choice of
Li later. We denote qk,i as the empirical CDF corresponds to the quantization level
i. The notation qk,i,j corresponds to the empirical CDF in the jth sub-interval,
given the interval i is sub-divided into many sub-intervals. Furthermore, for this
discussion, we assume all Nk samples have been collected. A data adaptive version
can be developed but is not discussed. The proposed scheme is as follows:
Algorithm 3. CSwQ
• CDF mapping: For each of K users, generate a sample value to be used
for resource allocation.
– Initialization:
∗ Define feedback regions and M corresponding indexes.
· Determine M rate regions [0, . . . , rM −1 , ∞]. This is a one to
one mapping from the SNR to the rates.
· Divide each rate interval i into Li intervals. For this discussion,
we assume an uniform partition in the rate domain as follows:
ri,j = ri + j ri+1Li−ri , j = 1, .., Li . The total number of encoded
regions is Q = 2B and hence
M
X

Li = Q.

(4.6)

i=1

· The set Li , with i = 1, . . . , M is assumed known3 .
∗ Each user k collects Nk CQI samples including the instantaneous
CQI and the past ones.
3

The optimized value of Li is set and agreed beforehand between the BS and each user k as
described in algorithm 4.
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– Identify a feedback index which jointly encodes the rate index ik as well
as the index of the finer partition j, i.e.{ik , j}
∗ Identify the rate index ik of the instantaneous CQI.
∗ Identify the sub-region j with j = 1, . . . , Lik , that the instantaneous
CQI belongs to4 .
– The BS generates a corresponding sample value ũk for user k, using a
random variable which is uniformly distributed in [qk,ik ,j−1 , qk,ik ,j ] with
qk,ik ,j is the empirical CDF corresponds to the level ik , j. If the level
ik , j is defined by the rate rik ,j , then qk,ik ,j is the percentile of samples
with CQI smaller than the CQI corresponded to level ik , j. The interval
[qk,ik ,j−1 , qk,ik ,j ] is set as described in Alg. 4.
∗

1
wk

• User selection: k = arg maxk ũk .
• Rate selection: The selected user k transmits with rate rik .
In Alg. 3, the procedure to map the position of the current CQI in the
CQI sequence to a feedback index {ik , j}, and then how to use this index for
scheduling decision, is described. The feedback quantizer for each user k is assumed
to be known before hand. In a heterogeneous network, these quantizers should be
customized in accordance to each user’s channel characteristic. Herein, we describe
a learning method to customize the quantizer of each user based on the collected
data for that user.
Algorithm 4. Constructing quantizers in the CSwQ
• Each user k collects Nk CQI samples which includes the instantaneous CQI
and the past ones.
• From the set of transmission rates r0 , . . . , rik , . . . , rM −1 , assume mk,i samples
fall in the rate region between rate [ri , ri+1 ). As the system has more feedback
resource to encode each CQI sample, each rate interval i can be divided into
4

4.

Similarly, the rate region ik can be divided equally in CDF domain as described in algorithm
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Li sub-intervals 5 . There are two options for dividing a rate region i into Li
smaller regions.
– Equal space in CDF (U) domain: qk,i,j = qk,i + j

qk,i+1 −qk,i
Li

with j =

1, . . . , Li − 16 .
– Equal space in rate domain. ri,j = ri + j ri+1Li−ri with ri,j denotes the rate
in jth sub-interval in the interval between the transmission rate ri and
ri+1 .
• The value of Li is determined so that Li ≥ 1 and each interval has roughly
the same number of samples. Let’s assume we divide rate region [ri , ri+1 ) into
equally space sub-intervals in rate domain. If we find any rate intervals a and
b such that

mk,a
La +1

≥

mk,b
,
Lb −1

we increase La and decrease Lb by 1: La ← La + 1

and Lb ← Lb − 1. Then, the boundaries qk,ik ,j in Alg. 3 is the percentile value
based on the samples of user k that support a rate smaller than rik ,j .
Similar to the application of the NPCS method, this scheme is also capable
of distributing the computation and data collection tasks among the BS and all
users. The difference is a quantizer has to be agreed upon between the BS and each
user k. There are two ways to have such agreement. One way is the quantizer can
be optimized by each user using Alg. 4 and fedback to the BS. The BS and each
user k use that quantizer until a change is needed. The other is more distributed
wherein the BS and each user run Algorithm 4 independently and obtain the
same quantizer. At first, they can use a default quantizer which only sets rate
boundaries. Upon counting the number of samples in each rate region, the BS and
each user k can decide to further divide each rate region into finer sub-regions in a
predetermined manner. As they use the same procedure, the number of sub-regions
in each rate region are the same for both user k and the BS. This method results
in more computational overhead at the BS because it has to compute quantizers
for all users. However, the advantage is no information exchange on quantizers is
5

The constructed quantizer is identical for each user.
To divide the right most rate region, we assume rM is selected so that the probability the
link can have rate higher than rM is negligible.
6
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needed between the BS and users. The quantizers can be updated more frequently
based on the arriving data samples.

4.3.4

Performance of CSwQ
To evaluate the proposed method, we investigate its performance given the

number of feedback bits B and the number of transmission rate M, under the
assumption that B ≥ log2 M . When B = log2 M this method is identical to
AeCS. In [1], an analysis for extended CS is presented (B = log2 M ) which shows
system performance when the CDF boundary of ũk is stable. For this condition to
hold, the parameter λ has to be set arbitrarily close to 1, which in turn requires an
infinite number of CQI samples. In our work, we provide analytical results which
can be used to evaluate system performance for any finite value Nk .
As discussed in Section 4.3.3, there are two options for dividing the interval
between rate ri and ri+1 . The analysis for both options is similar and so we only
provide analytical results for the case where the interval is divided into equally
spaced intervals in the rate domain. The interval between rate rik and rik +1 is divided into Lik equally spaced intervals (rik = rik ,0 , rik ,1 , . . . , rik ,Lik = rik +1 ). When
a user CQI is associated with a rate region rik ,j , the channel can support transmission rate rik ,j . However, as the transmission rates supported are discrete and
only M , the system is assumed to only transmit at rate rik ,0 = rik .
For the analysis, an important step is obtaining an expression for the probability that user k is selected when it has the rate rik ,j . We now develop this
expression. Among (Nk − 1) CQI samples, we denote by m̂ik ,j the number of collected samples that support rates smaller than or equal to rik ,j , and by (mik ,j − 1)
the number of samples, other than the most recent sample, that support rate rik ,j .
Then, the number of CQI samples, excluding the current instantaneous sample,
that support a rate smaller than rik ,j+1 is m̂ik ,j+1 = m̂ik ,j + mik ,j . Using the binomial distribution [76], the probability there are m̂ik ,j+1 = m̂ik ,j + mik ,j − 1 samples
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that support rate smaller than rik ,j+1 is [53, 76]


Pr{m̂ik ,j+1 = m̂ik ,j + mik ,j − 1} =

Nk −1
m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1



FRk (rik ,j+1 )m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1

× (1 − FRk (rik ,j+1 ))Nk −m̂ik ,j −mik ,j .

(4.7)

Similarly, among these m̂ik ,j + mik ,j − 1 samples, the probability a sample supports
a rate smaller than rik ,j is

FRk (rik ,j )
.
FRk (rik ,j+1 )

We consider the event that there are m̂ik ,j

samples that support a rate smaller than rik ,j and mik ,j −1 samples with achievable
rate between [rik ,j , rik ,j+1 ). Given m̂ik ,j+1 , the probability of this event is given by
Pr{m̂ik ,j , mik ,j |m̂ik ,j+1 } =



m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1
mik ,j −1



(FRk (rik ,j+1 ) − FRk (rik ,j ))mik ,j −1

× FRk (rik ,j )m̂ik ,j FRk (rik ,j+1 )1−m̂ik ,j −mik ,j .

(4.8)

Then, by combining (4.7) and (4.8) and using Bayes rule
Pr{m̂ik ,j , mik ,j } =



Nk −1
m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1



m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1
mik ,j −1



FRk (rik ,j )m̂ik ,j (FRk (rik ,j+1 )

− FRk (rik ,j ))mik ,j −1 (1 − FRk (rik ,j+1 ))Nk −m̂ik ,j −mik ,j .

(4.9)

Given a set of m̂ik ,j and mik ,j −1 samples, the scheduler generates a random variable
i
h
m̂ik ,j m̂ik ,j +mik ,j
. The probability user k
Uk,ik ,j which is uniformly distributed in Nk ,
Nk
is selected given this condition is [58]
wk Nk
Pr{k ∗ = k|m̂ik ,j , mik ,j } =
mik ,j



m̂ik ,j + mik ,j
Nk

 w1

k


−

m̂ik ,j
Nk

 w1 !
k

.

(4.10)

Pr{k ∗ = k|m̂ik ,j , mik ,j }Pr{m̂ik ,j , mik ,j }

(4.11)

With all these components in place, finally we have
Pr{k ∗ = k|ik , j} =

X
Π(m̂ik ,j ,mik ,j )

where Π(m̂ik ,j , mik ,j ) denotes all possible combinations of m̂ik ,j and mik ,j . Equation (4.11) can be computed utilizing Equations (4.9) and (4.10)
Another probability required before we can evaluate system performance is
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the probability that a user k has CQI corresponding to the rate index ik , and rate
sub-region j. This is given by
Pr{ik , j} = FRk (rik ,j+1 ) − FRk (rik ,j ).

(4.12)

System throughput in the CSwQ
When the channel of a user k has CQI represented by the index {ik , j}, the
BS chooses a rate rik for the link. The system throughput is given by

R=

ik −1
K M
−1 LX
X
X

rik ,j Pr{k ∗ = k|ik , j}Pr{ik , j}.

(4.13)

k=1 ik =0 j=0

Substituting (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.13), we have the system throughput

R=

K
X

wk

Lik −1

rik

ik =0

k=1

×

M
−1
X



Nk
mik ,j
j=0 Π(m̂i ,j ,mi ,j )
k
k



X

Nk −1
m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1

X

m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1
mik ,j −1



m̂ik ,j + mik ,j
Nk

 w1

k


−

m̂ik ,j
Nk

 w1 !
k

FRk (rik ,j )m̂ik ,j

(FRk (rik ,j+1 ) − FRk (rik ,j ))mik ,j (1 − FRk (rik ,j+1 ))Nk −m̂ik ,j −mik ,j .

(4.14)

Power savings in the CSwQ
In the proposed method, when a link is selected it is likely that the channel
is able to support a rate higher than the M rates supported by the system. Hence,
the BS can potentially back off its transmit SNR to ρ̂ and be able to support the
rate of transmission. For this purpose, we need to find the smallest value of ρ̂
which supports rate rik .
Specifically, with transmit SNR ρ, user k can support rate rik ,j = log2 (1 +
ρxk ) where xk is the channel CQI. Then, xk ≥

ri ,j
k −1

2

ρ

. However, since the actual

rate transmitted is rik ,0 , where rik ,0 = log2 (1 + ρ̂xk ), the transmit SNR ρ̂ can be
lowered and given by
2rik ,0 − 1
ρ,
ρ̂ ≥ ri ,j
2 k −1

(4.15)
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where rik ,j = rik ,0 + j∆rik , with ∆rik =

1
(rik +1
Lik

− rik ).

The average power saving can be calculated similar to (4.13)


ik −1
K M
−1 LX
X
X
2rik ,0 − 1
Pr{k ∗ = k|ik , j}Pr{ik , j}.
E{ρ − ρ̂} =
ρ 1 − ri ,j
k
2
−1
k=1 i =0 j=0

(4.16)

k

Substituting (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.16), the average power saved because
of the additional feedback resource employed to get finer quantization regions is
given by

E{ρ − ρ̂} =

K
X
k=1


×

wk

ik −1
M
−1 LX
X

ik =0 j=0

m̂ik ,j + mik ,j
Nk

 w1

k



X
2rik ,0 − 1
Nk
ρ 1 − ri ,j
2 k −1
mik ,j
Π(m̂ik ,j ,mik ,j )

1 !


m̂ik ,j wk 
m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1
Nk −1
−
m̂ik ,j +mik ,j −1
mik ,j −1
Nk

× FRk (rik ,j )m̂ik ,j (FRk (rik ,j+1 ) − FRk (rik ,j ))mik ,j (1 − FRk (rik ,j+1 ))Nk −m̂ik ,j −mik ,j .
(4.17)
To evaluate the achievable rate of each user k, we simply substitute the appropriate
channel distribution function into (4.17). The parameters of how to cluster each
of the rate regions are based on the observed data as described in the Alg. 4.
Proposition 4. When the number of collected CQI goes to infinity, the saving in
power consumption of the CSwQ is


ik −1
K M
−1 LX

X
X
1
1
2rik ,0 − 1 
E{ρ − ρ̂} = wk
ρ 1 − ri ,j
FRk (rik ,j+1 ) wk − FRk (rik ,j ) wk ,
2 k −1
k=1 i =0 j=0
k

(4.18)
and the average system throughput [1] is

R = wk

K M
−1
X
X



rik FRk (rik +1 )

1
wk

− FRk (rik )

1
wk



.

(4.19)

k=1 ik =0

Proof. From (4.17), when the number of observed samples Nk gets larger, the
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fractions converge to the CDF value, e.g.

m̂ik ,j
Nk

→ FRk (rik ,j ). Then, given the

feedback index {ik , j} of user k, the random variable Uk,ik ,j is uniformly distributed
i
h
m̂ik ,j m̂ik ,j +mik ,j
≡ [FRk (rik ,j ), FRk (rik ,j+1 )]. The probability that user k is
in Nk ,
Nk
selected is given by [58]
1

1

FR (ri ,j+1 ) wk − FRk (rik ,j ) wk
Pr{k = k|ik , j} = wk k k
.
FRk (rik ,j+1 ) − FRk (rik ,j )
∗

(4.20)

Combine (4.12), (4.15), and (4.20) we have (4.18). Similarly, we can obtain
the average system throughput which is equal to the throughput of extended CS
[1] and AeCS.

Note that the above analysis is general and no specific channel model is
assumed. Each channel distribution function FRk (·) represents the channel characteristics of a specific user which incorporates channel pathloss and fading. The
system performance for different channel distributions can be easily studied. For
instance, if we assume all users are under Rayleigh fading with SNR distribution
FXk (x) = 1 − e

− ρx

k

, x ≥ 0, the channel distribution can be expressed as
r

− 2 ρ−1

FRk (r) = 1 − e

k

,r ≥ 0

(4.21)

where throughput r is a function of the received SNR x, i.e. r = log2 (1+ρk x). The
received SNR of user k is ρk = ck ρ and is a function of the transmit SNR ρ and the
pathloss ck . This distribution function is then substituted into (4.14) and (4.17) to
evaluate system throughput and power savings in our proposed scheduling scheme.

4.4

Simulation results

We consider a multiuser downlink system with K = 10 users, where a user k
P
is assigned weight wk = ak with the constant a chosen such that K
k=1 wk = 1. The
channel is assumed to be experiencing Rayleigh fading. The exponential pathloss
model is used where the passloss of user k is set Ce−λk with parameters λ = 0.1
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Figure 4.1: Average throughput of CDF scheduling methods under Rayleigh
fading with explicit feedback.

and C is chosen so that

PK

k=1

Ce−λk = K. The transmit SNR is set at ρ = 10

dB. The setup used in our simulations is chosen to reflect the diversity in weights
and pathloss of the users as well as to facilitate a systematic and controlled study.
These weights and pathloss value are then used for all the experiments for the sake
of fair comparison between the investigated scheduling methods. Other scenarios
have been simulated with similar conclusions.

4.4.1

Explicit feedback
Though we develop techniques for a system with limited feedback, system

performance when explicit feedback is available at the BS is considered at first.
To be specific, the BS has exact CQI values and applies the scheduling methods
together with the power back off scheme. The purpose of this experiment is to
investigate the sole effect of finite number of transmission rates on overall system
performance. Then, the impact of limited feedback is introduced and more clearly
demonstrated in the other experiments.
In Fig. 4.1, the system throughput as a function of the number of collected CQI samples is investigated. In this experiment, the maximum transmit
SNR is fixed at ρ = 10 dB. The BS uses the following set of transmission rates
[0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8] bps/Hz. When the system has more CQI samples (Nk ), the BS can
select a user for service more precisely and so the system has higher throughput.
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With discrete number of rates, NPCS [58] and AeCS achieve the similar system
throughput. When Nk gets larger, system throughput achieved by NPCS or the
extended CS method approach the throughput achieved when the CDF is perfectly
known.
In Fig. 4.2, average system transmit power as a function of the number of
collected CQI samples is shown. From an energy perspective, knowing the CDF
enables better exploitation of multiuser diversity and thereby results in reduced
transmit power. NPCS [58] uses less transmit power than AeCS to support the
same average system throughput. Given the two methods are both able to back off
the transmit power, the savings in transmit power is about 1 dB as shown in Fig.
4.2. Alternately, using the same average transmit power, NPCS achieves higher
system throughput. When the number of collected samples Nk increases, as shown
in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, NPCS converges rapidly to CDF scheduling with perfect CDF
knowledge in terms of both average system throughput and transmit power.

4.4.2

Limited feedback
We now examine the performance of the methods developed to deal with

limited feedback and finite number of transmission rates.
In Fig. 4.3, the average system power consumption as a function of the
number of feedback bits is shown. As can be seen from the figure, the modified
NPCS and the CSwQ methods use energy very efficiently. Similar to the case with
explicit feedback, the average consumed power is about 1 dB less than that in the
AeCS when the power saving mechanism is applied. Moreover, when the system
assigns more feedback bits to encode each CQI sample, the power consumption of
these methods converge very rapidly to the power consumption when the CDF is
perfectly known.
In Fig. 4.4, system throughput as a function of number of feedback bits is
shown. As can be seen from the figure, as long as the feedback bits are adequate to
encode all the transmission rate regions, the throughput achieved by the AeCS and
the CSwQ remains unchanged and no longer depend on the number of feedback
bits. Moreover, it can be seen that the AeCS and the CSwQ have the same
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throughput because the users in these methods have the same probability to be
selected for any transmission rate. The weakness of the modified NPCS algorithm
discussed before, namely slightly lower system throughput, is verified. The loss is
due to the mismatches between the boundaries used for user selection and the rate
boundaries. If one user selection region includes two rate regions, this will cause
an increase in the probability that a user with lower rate is selected. When the
system has more feedback resource (bits per CQI), as expected, the loss diminishes
and the system throughput using the modified NPCS method gradually approach
that of AeCS.
The numerical results show that the developed CSwQ inherits the virtues
of modified NPCS and AeCS without their respective limitations. First, as can be
seen from Fig. 4.4, it has eliminated the loss in throughput suffered by modified
NPCS by setting the feedback intervals not to overlap with more than one transmission rate regions. As can be seen from Figure 4.3, it has successfully exploited
the additional feedback resource, by dividing the rate regions into smaller regions
effectively, to enable power savings in contrast to AeCS. From Fig. 4.4, the CSwQ
has similar performance as the AeCS in term of system throughput. However, it
uses less power than AeCS as it selects users more effectively.
We now validate the analytical results. The throughput (Equation (4.14))
and power savings (Equation (4.17)) of the CSwQ method are verified in Fig.
4.5 and 4.6. In Fig. 4.5, the achievable throughput of user k as a function of
number of collected CQI Nk is shown. In this experiment, it is assumed that
the system has 3 bits to encode each CQI sample and there are only 6 possible
transmission rates. Hence, the additional freedom in quantization is used to further
subdivide the transmission rate regions [2, 4] and [4, 6] into two intervals for power
savings purpose. From the figures it can be seen that the analytical and simulated
throughput and power saving results agree well. The analytical results are not
asymptotic results, and show analytically how the actual throughput depends on
the number of sample Nk . In Fig. 4.6, the consumed power of a user k as a function
of number of CQI samples Nk is shown. In these figures, the convergence rate is
observed to be quite rapid. The throughput and power savings derived in (4.14)
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and (4.17) quickly converge to the corresponding asymptotic values in Proposition
4.
Through the experiments, we observe that there is not only overall system
throughput but also always a proportional improvement for each individual user.
The setting, e.g weights and pathloss of users, only affects the magnitude of the
improvement.

4.5

Conclusions
In this work, simple CDF scheduling methods are developed which can

work without a priori knowledge of the channel distribution and can be employed
in systems that support discrete number of transmission rates and have limited
feedback resources. The developed methods are AeCS, modified NPCS and the
CSwQ. Among these methods, the CSwQ is shown to incorporate the virtues of
the other two methods without inheriting their drawbacks. As a result, the CSwQ
achieves the highest system throughput while effectively saving transmit power.
System throughput of the CSwQ is then analyzed and shown to converge rapidly
to the performance with increasing number of CQI samples. Through simulations,
the developed methods are shown to converge rapidly to the idealistic case of
systems with perfect channel CDF, achieve the highest throughput for finite rate
systems, and effectively save transmit power.
The text of this chapter, in full, is a reprint of the paper [77], Anh H.
Nguyen, and Bhaskar D. Rao CDF scheduling algorithms for finite rate multiuser
systems with limited feedback, that has been submitted for publication on IEEE
Transaction on Wireless Communications. The dissertation author is the primary
researcher and author, and the co-author listed in this publication guided and
supervised the research constitutes this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Average power assumption of CDF scheduling methods with finite
rate transmission under Rayleigh fading with explicit feedback.
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Figure 4.5: Analytical results of achievable throughput of a user k using the
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Chapter 5
Weighted CDF-based Scheduling
for an OFDMA Relay Downlink
with Partial Feedback
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The performance of partial feedback OFDMA systems which have users
served by a macro base-station (BS) or by users served by both macro BS and
relays is analyzed in this paper. To reduce feedback, each user feeds back only the
best M channel quality information (CQI) among the total number of resource
blocks. A weighted cumulative distribution function (CDF) based scheduling is
utilized to help both ensure fairness among users and exploit multiuser diversity.
A general analysis is provided which is first applied for the system with only macro
BS and then extended to the system with both a macro BS and relays. Herein,
the distribution and the average throughput are expressed in polynomial forms
which are convenient for further study. Moreover, it is shown that the allocation
probability for the users can be met by appropriate choice of weights which are
unique and can be found efficiently. When adding relays to the system, the different
time scale on the two hops of the relay are observed to cause resource starvation
for users. A modified version of the weighted CDF based scheduling is developed
to maintain fairness in a short term manner. The system is further enhanced by
exploiting the imbalance in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) on the two hops of
a relay to save transmit power. Finally, experiments are conducted to develop
insight and verify the analytical results.

5.1

Introduction
Wireless systems have the challenge of serving the needs of users using

various services with different rates and quality of service requirements. Besides,
mobile users in the system can have arbitrary locations in the cell which leads to
a diversity of pathloss and fading conditions as well as channel statistics. In addition, a period that a user is in need of resource depends on the characteristics of
his data application which is typically independent of the user’s channel condition.
The variability of channel quality of users in both time and space makes resource
allocation for users based on their demands a challenging task. In particular, exploiting multiuser diversity while ensuring different service requirements (fairness)
across users poses a significant challenge. To help users at the cell edge, who
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frequently have poor channel conditions due to large pathloss and severe fading,
relays have been suggested to pass on the signal from the macro base station (BS)
to the mobile user. A relay typically has larger demand on resource as it serves a
group of cell edge users and naturally gives rise to the diversity of rate requirement
scenario. Moreover, its channel might have a different fading time scale (channel
coherence time) further complicating the allocation strategy. Motivated by these
issues, in this work we consider a resource allocation problem which concurrently
provides fairness for users and efficiently exploits multiuser diversity in the context
of partial channel information and diversity of rate requirements. Then, the allocation strategy is altered to be used in a system with the involvement of relays. An
approach is proposed to keep guaranteeing fairness among users in the presence of
the different fading time scales on the links of the two hops of relays.
It is well known that fully exploiting the diversity in the channels of users,
also known as multiuser diversity, helps to achieve a higher system sum rate. In
the uplink of single cell multiuser systems, the maximum capacity is achieved
by selecting the user with the best channel condition [2]. This exploitation of
multiuser diversity can be incorporated with spatial diversity in MIMO systems
as shown in [78]. For wideband OFDMA systems, the capacity of the multiuser
system [79] is obtained by optimizing power allocation on each sub-carriers as well
as among users. A greedy approach is used in [80] to find the best set of users and
is shown to offer a higher sum rate for wireless systems. Herein, it is desirable to
capture multiuser diversity by selecting users whenever their channels are in good
condition.
Besides, as fairness among users is also of importance in wireless systems,
obtaining the highest system throughput while guaranteeing fairness is desirable.
These objectives are somehow conflicting because a throughput centric resource
allocation strategy leads to the fact that some users with good channel are always
allocated the resource while the others are starved of resources. This situation is
typically caused by both near-far phenomena and different fading statistics. In
wireless communications, guaranteeing service as well as maintaining the fairness
among users is hence one of the major concerns. In [81] system performance us-
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ing opportunistic beamforming is investigated. To support fairness, round robin
scheduling and several different schedulings methods are compared in [29]. Though
round robin can support fairness, it can not exploit multiuser diversity. A commonly used method to both guarantee fairness and exploit multiuser diversity is
proportional fair scheduling [82]. There are several flavors of fair scheduling algorithms, and a comparison in term of both rate fairness and delay minimization
can be found in [26]. The work in [45] investigates performance of different variations of proportional fair scheduling in comparison with the round robin method.
Though proportional fair can efficiently guarantee fairness among users, analytical tractability of its performance has proven difficult. Using proportional fair,
the system performance or particularly system throughput can not be easily expressed in a convenient form. we do not have a convenient performance metric
which could be used to further analyze or optimize system performance if additional system parameters are taken into account. In this work we consider weighted
CDF-based scheduling [21]. This is motivated by the fact that CDF based scheduling also has the ability to exploit multi-user diversity, ensure fairness and support
a diversity of rates. In [48], the CDF-based scheduling is leveraged in a general
multicell network to guarantee scheduling fairness and simultaneously obtain multiuser diversity gain when different users experience diverse intercell interference.
In [50], the CDF-based scheduling is analytically studied in the random beamforming framework, and the notion of individual sum rate and individual scaling
laws are proposed to characterize the performance under this scheduling policy.
Equal weights across users are assumed in both [48] and [50]. In this paper, the
challenge is to make use of generic weighted CDF based scheduling in a system
with partial feedback and with the participation of relays, where the distribution
of the channels on the two hops is significantly different and also have a vastly
differing channel coherence time.
To concurrently exploit mulituser diversity and guarantee fairness among
users, channel information is needed at the base station [23, 82]. If the total feedback resource is strictly constrained multiuser diversity can not be exploited [65].
In a frequency division duplex system, the feedback requirement can be overbur-
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den as the frequency dimension is added. A wideband system typically requires
more feedback to capture both multiuser diversity and frequency diversity imposing practical constraints [24]. Specifically, a large number of resource blocks in
wideband multi-user MIMO OFDM systems will require a huge amount of feedback [23], and it is of utmost importance to reduce feedback requirement as well
as find scheduling techniques which best utilize such limited feedback information.
Interestingly, multiuser diversity can still be exploited efficiently with partial feedback [22]. Various types of feedback techniques are discussed in [83]. In [71] a
threshold based feedback scheme is considered while in [48, 84] a partial feedback
scheme is investigated where only the best M CQIs among the overall N resource
blocks are fed back. The work in [85] considers grouping highly correlated resource
blocks to reduce feedback. In our work, we analyze an OFDMA downlink with
best M CQI feedback.
Having examined the problem in a traditional macro BS setting, we are
also interested in considering the incorporation of relays into wireless systems. As
is well known, the uniformity of service requirement raises a stringent requirement on system coverage and capacity, especially in the cell edge region. Among
the complementary technology, the use of relays helps increase network coverage
and throughput. Furthermore, multiuser diversity can still be exploited in a system with relays [86]. In [87, 88] multiple single antenna relays are deployed to
aid the communications from the BS to users. In [89], performance of Amplifyand-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF) relays are compared. In the
dual-hop relay system [90], the relays aid the transmission when the user can not
decode all information in the superposition code. In our work, DF is chosen to
aid scheduling and it enables us to handle noise more easily as the relay does not
amplify noise in the signal. In [91], an overview and performance comparison of
different relaying techniques in a wireless network are provided. Meanwhile, different relaying strategies for both Decode-and-Forward and Amplify-and-Forward
relays using Space-Time signaling are discussed and evaluated in [92]. Spectral
efficiency of protocols including half-duplex, two-way and two-path relaying are
also discussed [93]. Being extended to MIMO system in [94], tight lower and up-
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per bounds for the capacity of MIMO Relay channels under Rayleigh fading are
derived. Then, the optimal power allocation is found for minimizing outage for
multi-hop relayed transmissions over Rayleigh fading channels in [95]. This work
addresses the challenge in scheduling that arises due to the two hops of the relay
network. In particular, the differing channel coherence times of the two hops possess new challenges in the fairness and multiuser diversity maximization tradeoff.
The outline and main contributions of the paper are as follows. In Section II
the system model is described, and in Section III we conduct analysis to investigate
the performance of the system. Firstly, we apply and analyze weighted CDF-based
scheduling for OFDMA system with only macro users, i.e. users served by the
macro BS. Partial feedback is used where each of the users feeds back only the
best M channels among all the resource blocks. By using the weighted CDF-based
scheduling method, probability of allocation to users can be effectively controlled
in a long term manner. The analysis1 provides the CDF of the SNR of the selected
users and the average system throughput in the form of polynomials which are
convenient for further evaluation. We also propose an algorithm which is able to
effectively find appropriate weights for the users commensurate with their priority.
Secondly, in Section IV, the scheduling method is applied to an OFDMA system
with relays to manage the resource in the two hop network. We consider both
options for the channel coherence time, fast Rayleigh fading and slow log-normal
fading [96], for the channels between the BS and the relay. With the slow fading
assumption, new challenges arise in the scheduling process. The slowly varying
BS-relay links can cause users served by a relay to be starved of resources for a
long time when the link undergoes severe fading condition. We propose a novel
scheme to interpolate the CDF of all the relay links so that we are still able to
guarantee short term fairness for all users. Lastly, the imbalance in the quality of
the two hops of a relay is utilized to enhance system performance by reducing the
transmit power of either BS or the relay. Simulation results are used to validate
the analysis and illustrate the performance of the proposed techniques.
1

A preliminary version of this work was presented in [49]
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OFDMA: N resource blocks
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Figure 5.1: An OFDMA system with N = 10 resource blocks, has different macro
users, and 1 relay serving 3 users.

5.2

System model
We consider a multiuser downlink single-input single-output (SISO) OFDMA

system with a macro base station equipped with a single antenna and K users.
Each user k is assigned a certain priority reflected by a weight wk as depicted in
Fig. 5.1. All the equipments in the network have a single antenna. The formulation can accommodate two network models. In one model, the system has K
users communicating directly with the BS, while in the other model some of the
users are connected through relays. All these diverse users compete for resources.
Intuitively, each group of users communicating through a relay can be considered
as a single “user” with a certain priority. We will deal with the scenario containing
relays in more detail later. For now, we assume all the users are macro users, i.e.
directly served by the macro base station.
In the OFDMA system, the total bandwidth is divided into N independent
resource blocks. On each of the resource block, the system is a multiuser downlink
SISO system where the channels for a single user is flat on each resource block, and
i.i.d. across resource blocks. This model is a simplification of reality, but forms
a useful basis for analysis and comparative study. We denote hk,r as the channel
from the BS to user k on resource block r. The received signal at the receiver k is
√
yk,r =

P hk,r sk,r + nk,r ,

(5.1)
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where yk,r is the received signal, sk,r is the transmitted signal, P is the average
transmit power, and nk,r ∼ CN (0, σw2 ) is the independent noise at user k on resource block r. Because channels on every resource block are assumed statistically
identical, from now on, all the analysis is conducted on a single resource block r.

5.2.1

Partial feedback
Because obtaining full feedback in such a spatial-frequency large scale net-

work is prohibitive in feedback resources, we consider partial feedback where each
user feeds back CQI information of the best M resource blocks among it’s N resource blocks with M < N [48, 84]. Due to this partial feedback scheme, on a
certain resource block there is only a subset of users who provide feedback. On
resource block r, we denote Sr , with cardinality |Sr |, the set of users who feed
back. In this case, the cardinality |Sr | is a random variable. Knowing that Sr
can consist of any combination of users, π(Sr ) is used to denote all the possible
combinations.

5.2.2

CDF based scheduling
To control the assignment probability, weighted CDF-based scheduling [21]

is used where a user is selected if it achieves high but not likely to obtain higher
throughput. In the system, each user k is assigned a weight wk which represents
its priority. The weight wk is also the proportion of the resource allocated by the
network to the user. For example, if the total network resource is 10 Mbps which
corresponded to 100% and user k is allocated 10% airtime which might be in the
1
= 0.1. The weight wk
order of 1 Mbps, then the weight for this user is set wk = 10
PK
is preassigned for all the users k = 1, . . . , K such that k=1 wk = 1.

On each resource block, the BS upon receiving several CQI from some of
the users, assumed to be x1 , . . . , xn . The BS utilizes the corresponding CDF of
these CQI to evaluate a service metric and selects the user k ∗ with the highest
value. The CDF scheduler selects the user to be served as follows:
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1

k ∗ = arg max FXk (xk ) wk ,
k

(5.2)

where FXk (.) is the CDF of the CQI of user k.

5.3

OFDMA systems with prioritized users
In order to analyze system performance, we want to find the distribution

of users’ SNR when they are selected and use the found distribution to calculate
system throughput. Similar to [48, 84], to make the analysis easy to follow, the
procedure is divided into the following steps.
• CQI: Each receiver k knows its own CQI on every resource block r =
1, . . . , N . The CQI is represented by the variable Zk,r = |hk,r |2 and has
distribution FZk (·) which can be different for each user and for different system models.
• Best M feedback: Each user k then selects the M best CQI among the
total N resource blocks and feeds back this information to the base station
(BS). The BS receives these CQI and sees the fed back CQI as a random
variable Yk,r with distribution FYk (·).
• Scheduling: On each resource block, the BS has CQI from a random subset
of users and it selects the user with the best CQI based on the proposed
weighted CDF scheduling strategy. The SNR of the selected user is Xr with
distribution FX|Sr (·), where Sr denotes the subset of users who provided
feedback on that resource block.
• System throughput: Based on the distribution of the conditional SNR, the
CDF and average value of system throughput are found by taking expectation
over all feedback possibilities.
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5.3.1

Analysis of a General OFDMA system with best M
feedback and user priority
Now, we use the steps described above to perform the analysis.

1. Step 1: Find FZk (·) As described earlier, Zk,r = |hk,r |2 represents the CQI
from the BS to user k on resource block r. Based on the specific system model
and type of fading, we can determine the distribution function FZk (·). An
example is a exponential distribution. For now, the analysis is kept general
and done without assuming a specific form. The expression obtained will
later be specialized for specific channel models.
2. Step 2: Find FYk (·) We denote Yk,r the SNR corresponding to received CQI
at the transmitter for user k on block r through feedback. The transmitter
views the SNR as any of the best M CQI values multiplied by ρ = P/σw2
[84], where P , σw and ρ are power, noise variance and SNR on each resource
block as in (5.1). It can be shown to have the distribution given by [84]
M
−1
X

 N −m
x
e1 (N, M, m) FZk
FYk (x) =
,
ρ
m=0
with e1 (m) =

PM −1
i=m

M −i N
(i
M



(5.3)

)( mi )(−1)i−m . For notational convenience, we

will use e1 (m) instead of e1 (N, M, m).
3. Step 3: Scheduling The probability that a certain user provides feedback
on a resource block is

M
.
N

Using binomial distribution, the probability that

a certain set of users Sr provide feedback is

Pr{Sr } =

M
N

|Sr | 

M
1−
N

K−|Sr |
.

(5.4)

Let kr∗ denote the selected user for transmission on block r. The probability
user k is selected, given it is in the set Sr , is Pr{kr∗ = k|k ∈ Sr } =

P wk

j∈Sr

wj

.
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Then, the total probability user k is selected, is
Pr{kr∗

= k} =



wk

X
P

j∈Sr

π(Sr |k∈Sr )

wj

M
N

|Sr | 
K−|Sr |
M
1−
,
N

(5.5)

where π(Sr ) denote all possible set of users Sr .
We denote Uk,r , as a random variable obtained from the mapping uk,r =
FYk (yk ). Among all the users in Sr , we select the user with highest value
1
wk

of Uk,r . The conditional CDF of Xr , the SNR of the selected user at the
transmitter can be derived to be:
FX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x) =

Y

1
wj

1
wk

Pr{uj,r ≤ uk,r } = {FYk (x)}

P
j∈Sr wj
wk

.

(5.6)

j∈Sr

4. Step 4: System throughput In this step, we derive the CDF of the system
SNR as well as the average system throughput by taking the expectation of
the conditional CDF over the conditioning variable, the set of users who
provide feedback.
Theorem 5. In a single antenna, K user, N resource block, M best feedback
OFDMA system employing weighted CDF based scheduling with weight wk for
user k, the CDF of the SNR of the selected user is given by

FXr (x) =

K
X

P
k=1 π(Sr |k∈Sr )

×

∞
X
t=1

P∞



wk

X

j∈Sr

wj

t(M −1)

e3 (αk , t)

X
m=0

M
N

|Sr | 

M
1−
N

K−|Sr |

 N t−m
x
,
e2 (t, m)FZk
ρ
P

(5.7)

wj

αk
i−t
r
i
, with αk = j∈S
and e2 (0) = e1 (0)t ;
i=t ( i ) ( t ) (−1)
wk
Pmin(M −1,m)
e2 (t, m) = me11 (0) k=1
(kt − m + k)e1 (k)e2 (m − k).

where e3 (m) =

P

Proof. For notational convenience, in (5.6) we denote αk =

j∈Sr

wk

wj

. Using
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a Taylor expansion it is shown in Appendix 5.6.1 that
FX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x) = FYk (x)αk
P
 N t−m
P
 ∞ e3 (αk , t) t(M −1) e2 (t, m)FZ x
αk 6= 1
k
t=1
m=0
ρ


=
N
−m
PM −1

x
αk = 1.
m=0 e1 (m)FZk ρ

(5.8)

To find FX (·) we compute the expectation over all possible realization of
numbers of users providing feedback and over all users to be selected.
FX (x) = Ekr∗ [ESr [F

X kr∗ =k,Sr

(x)]].

(5.9)

The expectation over kr∗ is found by summing over all users and the expectation over Sr is found by considering all possible subsets of users which
contain user k in the set of users providing feedback. Combined with (5.4)
and Pr{kr∗ = k|k ∈ Sr } =

P wk

j∈Sr

wj

, we have the desired result in (5.7).

The conditional density of the SNR on the link to the selected user can now
be readily computed and is given by (details in appendix 5.6.1),
fX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x)
(
P
αk ∞
t=1
=

e3 (αk ,t)
t+1

P(t+1)(M −1)

e2 (t + 1, m)(FZk (x)
m=0
PM −1
N −m 0
)
m=0 e1 (m)(FZk (x)

(t+1)N −m 0

)

αk 6= 1
αk = 1
(5.10)

An analytical form for the system throughput for the general channel model
case is not tractable. Expression for some specific cases is available. In
the general case, the system throughput is found by evaluating the integral
R∞
log(1 + x)fX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x)dx numerically and then summing up over all pos0
sible realization of set of users to feed back as well all possible options of
which user to be selected.
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5.3.2

Specialization to an OFDMA system with Rayleigh
Fading Channel
We have discussed analysis steps and found CDF and PDF of system

throughput and SNR as in (5.7) and (5.12), without assuming any specific channel
distribution between the BS and the users. Herein, we apply the above frame work
to specific system models. At first, an OFDMA system is considered where the
channel from the BS to users are under Rayleigh fading.
Specialized Expressions for the Rayleigh fading Channel
In this model, CQI from each user k on resource block r to the base station
is Zk = |hk,r |2 , which has exponential distribution.
 
x
− x
= 1 − e ρck ,
FZk
ρ

(5.11)

where ck is the pathloss and hk,r ∼ CN (0, ck ). This CDF is then substituted in
(5.7) to obtain the corresponding CDF of the system throughput. The PDF of
SNR in (5.12) is

fX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x) =









P∞

e3 (t) P(t+1)(M −1)
e2 (t + 1, m)
t=1 t+1
m=0
sx
P(t+1)N −m s (t+1)N −m
s+1 − ρck
× s=1
)
(−1)
e
(
s
ρck
sx
PN −m
PM −1
s+1 s − ρck
N −m
e
s=0 ( s ) (−1)
m=0 e1 (m)
ρck

αk

αk 6= 1

(5.12)

αk = 1

The average throughput can be computed in closed form in this specific
case. The average thoughput conditioned on the set of users who provide feedback
is defined as
Z

∞

R̄kr∗ =k,Sr =

log(1 + x)fX|kr∗ =k,Sr (x)dx.

(5.13)

x=0

From [97, 4.337.2], the integration

R∞
0

e−βx log(1 + x) = − β1 eβ Ei(−β). Finally,

taking expectation over all possible case of the selected user k and all feedback
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scenarios similar to (5.9), we have
 |Sr | 
K−|Sr |
K
M
wk
M
1 X X
P
1−
R̄ =
wj N
ln 2 k=1
N
j∈S
r
π(Sr |k∈Sr )
P
∞ e3 (t) P(t+1)(M −1)


e2 (t + 1, m)

 αk =

 t=1Pt+1 m=0
6 1
s
(t+1)N −m (t+1)N −m
s
s ρck
× s=1
(
Ei
−
)
(−1)
e
×
s
ρck



s

P −1
PN −m N −m

sx
s ρck
 M
e
(m)
(
)
(−1)
e
Ei
−
αk = 1
s
m=0 1
s=0
ρck

(5.14)

Numerical results
To illustrate the analysis, we examine an OFDMA system with N = 10
resource blocks. We consider a group of K1 users at the middle of the cell and a
group of K2 users at the cell edge with the corresponding weights w = [0.4, 0.6].
This configuration is adopted with a view towards comparison with the relay configuration to follow. The BS uses a power of 37dBm to transmit to the user groups
located d1 = 414m and d2 = 834m respectively. NLOS channel model E as in [96]
is used. Each user feeds back M best channels among its channels on all resource
blocks. The system throughput performance is analytically evaluated. One challenge with evaluating the analytical expression is that (5.8) contains an infinite
sum which can not be computed exactly. However, we can replace the infinite sum
by a finite sum as the Taylor expansion of the formula (1 + x)αk converges fast
when x < 1. Numerically, the error is bounded by the term with highest order lu ,
( luα+1 ) xlu +1 , which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a suitably value of
lu . The analytical results agree very well in all cases studied with the numerical
simulations.
Fig. 5.2 shows the relation between the average system throughput and
transmit power corresponding to different choices of feedback parameter M . When
M increases from 1, the system throughput is enhanced significantly mainly due
to the probability that no user provides feedback on a resource block is reduced.
However, this improvement is not necessarily monotonic in M as the performance
also depends on other factors such as the pathloss ck , weight wk for k = 1, . . . , K
and so on. When M is significant, which is about M > 3 in this experiment,
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Figure 5.2: Analyzed and simulated performance of a partial feedback OFDMA
system with N = 10, K = [10, 5].
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Figure 5.3: Analyzed system throughput of a partial feedback OFDMA system
with N = 10, M = 5, K1 = 2K2 .
the throughput of the system using best M feedback converges to that using full
feedback. In Fig. 5.3, the relation between the average system throughput and
number of users are shown. In this experiment, the feedback per user is fixed
at M = 5 while the number of users in the first cluster is set to be twice as
large as the second one. When the total number of users increases, the average
system throughput increases as the BS can exploit more multiuser diversity. The
increment in the average system throughput when adding more users is observed
to be more significant with small number of users.
We also analyze system throughput as a function of amount of feedback
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CDF of system throughput, N=10, P=30dBm
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Figure 5.4: CDF of the systems’ throughput as a function of number of feedback;
OFDMA system with N = 10, K1 = 10, K2 = 5, w = [0.4, 0.6].
M . To emphasize the impact of feedback, we assumed the channel is not used
when there is no user who provides feedback on that channel. In reality, we can
assign that resource block to any user and improve performance. Thus, each curve
begins with the CDF equal to the probability that there is no user to provide
feed back which equals (1 −

M K
) .
N

The result in Fig. 5.4 shows that the amount

of feedback beyond a sufficient value of M does not have significant impact on
the system throughput. When M is small, the probability of having no feedback
degrades the overall performance. When M is large enough to ensure that there
is likely at least one user providing feedback, further increase in M does not cause
considerable improvement in system performance.

5.3.3

Setting weights for groups of users
Though with the preassigned weights, the allocation for users is controlled,

we typically do not know the weights for the groups of users before hand. In reality,
the network has resource requirements for users in the form of average throughput
and QoS. Suppose one user needs to be allocated two times more resources than
another user. Then, the network maps these requirements into suitable priorities
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for users. From (5.5), the probability of selection of user k is
Pr{kr∗

= k} =

P
π(Sr |k∈Sr )



wk

X

j∈Sr

wj

M
N

|Sr | 
K−|Sr |
M
1−
.
N

(5.15)

We know the optimal point when there is full feedback is wk (0) = Pralloc,k
where Pralloc,k is the needed allocation of a user k. Because the partial feedback
changes the probability of selection of users, we find a suitable weight for that
user. Let’s start our search from w(0) and expect the algorithm to converge to
the optimal value of w. For this purpose, we construct a function Φ(w) which
has derivative [φ1 , . . . , φK ]T with φk (w) = Pr{kr∗ = k} − Pralloc,k = 0 for all
k = 1, . . . , K. This condition corresponds to the global optimum of Φ(w).
If we can show the 2nd derivative of Φ(w) or equivalently the derivative of
φ(w) is positive definite, then by the convexity of Φ(w) we can conclude that the
optimum value of Φ(w) is at w∗ and w∗ is unique. The details are relegated to
the appendix 5.6.2. A zero finding algorithm [98] to find weight w is as follows
• Initialize w(0) = [Pralloc,1 , . . . , Pralloc,K ], which is the weights for the full
feedback case.
• Solve ∇φ(w(t))δw(t) = −φ(w(t)).
• Update w(t + 1) = w(t) + δw(t). Normalize w so that kwk1 = 1 without
changing φ(w).
• End kφ(w)k2 < .
In this experiment, by applying this zero finding algorithm for a partial
feedback OFDMA system with N = 10, M = 5, K = 15,  = 10−10 , and the
targeted probability of selection for users in the two clusters proportional to 46 , we
find weight for each of the 10 users in Cluster 1 is 0.0365 and that in cluster 2 is
0.127. The algorithm converges after 4 iterations as tabulated in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Convergence of the weight finding algorithm. The norm as a function
of number of iterations.
Iteration
0
1
2
3
4

5.4

Norm kφ(w)k2
9.1539269e-02
8.8913174e-03
7.7456533e-05
5.9135413e-09
2.7755576e-17

OFDMA systems with both groups of macro
users and relays
In this section, we consider to include relays to the system where the relays

are deployed to improve network coverage at the cell boundaries. Herein, DF
relays are assumed and the transmission has two phases. In the first interval, the
BS transmits to the selected relay. The relay decodes the received message and
forwards it to the served user. Because the system has multiple resource blocks,
there are options for the transmission on the two hops.
• The transmissions on BS-relay and relay-user links are allowed to be on two
different resource blocks. This option can potentially exploit frequency diversity to obtain good communication to the user. However, this option requires
more feedback to the BS as the BS needs to know frequencies matching on
all the relays in order to avoid frequency conflict on the 2nd hop.
• The transmissions on BS-relay and relay-user links are on the same resource
block. This way, the BS can always make sure all the communications on
the 2nd hop are on disjoint resource block. As we have many users in each
relay groups, the multiuser diversity ensures the link on the 2nd hop has
good quality.
In this work, we the simpler option is investigated: the communications between
the BS and the relay as well as between the relay to the corresponding user are
assumed to be on the same resource block. The other options will be explored in
our future work.
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5.4.1

System ’s feedback requirement
One important factor related to the introduction of the relays is each relay

represents a group of users it serves. Hence, it often requires more resource and
should be assigned a larger weight. Naturally, an arisen question is whether the
partial feedback scheme is able to support the resource requirement of the relays.
Let’s look at the time share portion of a relay l which serves Kl users.
From (5.5), the probability that the relay is selected is
Pr{kr∗

= k} =

P

j∈Sr

π(Sr |k∈Sr )

≤



X
π(Sr |k∈Sr )

where the 2nd step follows from

M
N

P wk

j∈Sr

on partial feedback

M
N

≥

Pr{kr∗



wk

X

wj

M
N

|Sr | 

K−|Sr |

|Sr | 
K−|Sr |
M
M
=
1−
,
N
N

wj

(5.16)

≤ 1. Equivalently, we have the condition

= k} ∀k or

M
≥ max Pr{kr∗ = k}.
k
N

5.4.2

M
1−
N

(5.17)

System throughput
Assuming the mentioned condition on partial feedback is satisfied. We

want to investigate how to select a value M so that the system throughput loss is
minimal. Herein, we want to know if M should be significantly or just slightly larger
than the minimum requirement in (5.17). From equation (5.14), we investigate the
average rate of a user k as a function of

M
.
N

For an OFDMA system which contains both groups of macro users and
relays, the distribution FZl (x) in (5.7) is now the CDF of the overall SNR of the
link through the relay. Users served by a relay view the relay as their base station.
We denote the SNR on the link from the BS to the relay by W1,l and the SNR from
the relay to an arbitrary user k and to the selected user by W2,l,k , W2,l respectively.
For notational simplicity, we do not show the resource block r on the variables as
the statistics on every resource block are assumed identical. The overall CDF of
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the SNR if the BS selects relay l and the relay selects users k on that resource
block, is determined by the minimum SNR of the two hops and is given by [53,
2.1.2]
FZl (x) = 1 − (1 − FW1,l (x))(1 − FW2,l (x)).

(5.18)

When a relay receives feedback from users it serves, it compares the CQI of the
link to the selected user (2nd hop) with the CQI on the link on the 1st hop and
feeds back the minimum value to the BS.
The link BS-relays are under Rayleigh fading
When the links from BS to relays and from relays to users are under
Rayleigh fading and have the same channel coherence time, the variables W1,l and
−ρ

W2,l,k have exponential distribution. The CDF of W1,l is FW1,l (x) = 1 − e

x
1,l c1,l

.

Because the users served by a relay are far apart from the BS, we can assume these
user to reuse some frequency resource to provide full feedback to the relay. This
assumption avoids the complication come from the fact that the best M CQI on
the 2nd hop do not correspond to the best CQI of the first hop. Herein, we derive
throughput of a relay when it serves a single user. Similar result can be obtained
when the relay serves more users.
The system throughput is found by plugging the distribution of FZl (x)
into the throughput distribution equation in (5.12) and taking the integration in
(5.13). However, we do not present the result mainly due to the computational
complexity of the calculation. Instead, we are more interested in how the partial
feedback affects the overall performance. Herein, a simple case where a relay l
serves only one user k is considered. In order for the relay to choose the best M
sub-carriers, the user provides full feedback to the relay. As the user k is assumed
isolated from the BS, it can reuse uplink resource to provide full feedback without
affecting system performance. The distribution of the overall channel CQI is (5.18)
− ρx

FZl (x) = 1 − (1 − FW1,l (x))(1 − FW2,l (x)) = 1 − e

l

,

(5.19)
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Figure 5.5: Throughput of a user k as a function of partial feedback parameter.
with ρl =

ρ1,l ρ2,l,k
.
ρ1,l +ρ2,l,k

To show how the partial feedback causes negative effect to system throughput, a system where every users are assigned the same weight is considered. The
throughput of the communication to user k through relay l is shown. The equivalent SNR is set ρl = 10 dB. For the chosen weights, the minimum feedback
parameters M are between 1 and 2. However, even with M larger than this minimum requirement (5.17), significant loss in throughput is observed as shown in Fig.
5.5. This experiment suggests us to select a large enough M not only to satisfy
the minimum feedback requirement shown in (5.17) but to ensure negligible loss


1
in user’s throughput. The minimum M can be set M ≥ max 1, N (1 −  K as in
[99] to ensure feedback availability  on each sub-carrier.
In Fig. 5.6, we investigate system performance when there are both macro
users and relays. The configuration is the same as in Fig. 5.4 but we replace
group 2 with a relay at the same location. The distance from the BS-relay and
relay-user are set the same. The link BS-relay is considered Rayleigh fading with
NLOS connection as in Model E in [100]. In the system without a relay, the overall
performance is lower. In the figure, the throughput from 3 to 5bps/Hz corresponds
to the allocation for the users at the cell edge. When a relay is added, system
throughput is enhanced significantly even when the communication through the
relay is conducted in 2 phases which results in a factor of

1
2

in the rate equation.
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Achievable throughput with weighted priotization
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Figure 5.6: Performance tradeoff due to the biased treatment with users; OFDMA
system with N = 10, K = [10, 5], P = 37dBm, the distance BS-macro user is
d1 = 414m and the distance BS-user group 2 is d2 = 834m which are aided by a
relay with power 30dBm located 815m from the BS, full feedback is provided.
Moreover, the involvement of the relay can possibly help the BS to save transmit
power which is investigated further in section 5.4.3. The analytical expressions
also agree very well with the numerical results.

5.4.3

Resource allocation
For channel with fast fading, resource is allocated to a relay in a similar way

as to a macro user. In reality, the links between the BS and relays are generally
predesigned and fixed so the channels between them maybe slowly varying. A natural question that arises is how these slowly varying channels, i.e. different channel
coherence times, affect the performance of the weighted CDF based scheduling.
We study this experimentally to develop some intuition and then suggest
some potential solutions to mitigate the shortcomings. The distribution of the
minimum SNRs on the two hops shown in (5.18) is without consideration to coherence time. To magnify the effect, consider the case where the first hop is nearly
constant over a reasonable time period. Over that period, due to the unchanged
SNR gl on the 1st hop of relay l, the CDF of the overall SNR on this link is
FZl |W1,l =gl (x) =

n

FW2,l (x)
1

x<gl
x≥gl

.

(5.20)

Note that W2,l or equivalently W2,l,k∗ is a random variable representing the SNR on
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the link from relay l to the selected user k ∗ . The CDF of W2,l depends on certain
resource allocation and feedback scheme between the users in cluster l to its relay.
To avoid unnecessary complication and focus on the dynamic of the two hops, we
can assume full feedback on the 2-nd hop. There are several options to calculate
the CDF metric as follows
• Using conditional CDF: When we directly apply the CDF in (5.20) to our
CDF based scheduler, the user with the poorest channel on the 1st hop is
served frequently while the user with better channel quality is not. This is
can be explained by observing that the CDF of the user with the poorest
channel on the 1st hop often gets value 1 and so it has the highest CDF
comparison metric and is served more frequently.
• Long term fairness: Another option is to apply directly the CDF in (5.18)
incorporating the large coherence time of the 1st hop. This approach favors
users in the clusters with better 1st links because the computed CDF of the
others users never exceed the CDF evaluated at gl which has a small value.
• Short term fairness: We use an extra interpolation step to the conditional
CDF as will be discussed in detail later.
This suggests a potential problem in dealing with users with differing channel coherence time. The CDF based scheduler is fair in the long term. However,
fairness in the short term is only assured if the channels are i.i.d over time. With
relays this is not the case and so we explore options to provide short term fairness
at the expense of system throughput.
Short term fairness
This scheme is based on some insight that have been employed for CDF
based scheduling with quantized CQI. We substantiate them by showing their
fairness guarantees. Because they are CDF based, one can expect them to share
some of the diversity benefits but no optimality in the fairness-diversity tradeoff
can be claimed. The simulations results are promising and indicate an area for
future exploration.
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Figure 5.7: Selection probability of users in an OFDMA system with L = 5 relays,
Cluster 1 contains macro users, number of users in clusters are K = [2 2 2 3 3 3],
weight w = [0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.3], BS-macro user group distance are 414m,
and BS-cell edge users distance are 834m, BS-relays distance are 815m, Log-normal
fading 8dB.
In this scheduling scheme, we replace the jump in the CDF by a continuum
of values containing all transition values of FZl |W1,l =gl (x) from FZl |W1,l =gl (gl ) to
1. When W2,l ≥ gl ,, the values for FZl |W1,l =gl (x) instead of being set at 1 are
generated using an independent random variable which is uniformly distributed
between FZl |W1,l =gl (x) and 1. As FW2,l (x) is uniformly distributed, we can use this
CDF for the constructed transition in CDF of FZl |W1,l =gl (x) at x = gl . As we use
the relay to represent all users it serves, we consider it as a user l with weight wl .
Similar to (5.5), the probability relay l is selected is


Y

∗

Pr{k = l|xl = x} =

1
wk

Pr uk < u

1
wl



wk
k=1 wl

PL

=u

−1

,

(5.21)

k6=l,k=1,...,K

where uk is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 1] which is the result of
a mapping from channel CQI using the CDF function FZk (xk ). Taking expectation
over value of x which makes the corresponding u vary from 0 to 1, we have the
probability that relay l is selected
∗

Z

Pr{k = l} =

1

u
0

wk
k=1 wl

PL

−1

du = wl .

(5.22)
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Figure 5.8: Tradeoff in system’s throughput when adjusting weight of the user
in outage condition. OFDMA system with L = 5 relays, group 1 contains macro
users, number of users in clusters are K = [5 3 3 3 3 3], weight w = [1 2 3 4 5 6],
BS-macro user group distance are 414m, and BS-user in relay groups distance are
834m, BS-relays distance are 815m, Log-normal fading 8dB.
This way, we are still able to proportionally allocate resource to all the users as
shown in Fig. 5.7, but with some reduction in overall system performance as shown
in Fig. 5.8.
To illustrate the resource starvation resulting from the previous schemes
due to the differing channel coherence times in the two links and to illustrate the
benefits from the suggested scheme, a system with 5 relays and macro users is
considered. There are 5 macro users who are considered identical and are grouped
into Cluster 1. The purpose of this grouping of macro users is to simplify the
presentation result as it allows us to focus more on the impact of relays. Each
relay can be considered a single equipment or a cluster interchangeably. Number
of users and the weights for these clusters are K = [5, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] and [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
correspondingly. The weights are then normalized so the sum of weights of all
the users is equal to 1. Note we can simply consider all macro users as users
served by relays with infinite SNR on the 1st hop. The SNRs on the 1st hop is
generated according to a log-normal distribution with variance 8dB which have
value [∞, −44.0, −66.3, −62.0, −68.7, −91.4, −77.6] dB. The match between the
selection probability of a user in the groups as predicted by the analysis (5.22) and
the simulated one is shown in Fig. 5.7. The agreement conforms the analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Average fraction of users who are not allocated resource after t intervals using Long term allocation. OFDMA system with L = 5 relay, Cluster 1
contains macro users, number of users in clusters are K = [5 3 3 3 3 3], weight
w = [1 2 3 4 5 6], BS-macro user group distance are 414m, and BS-user in relay
groups distance are 834m, BS-relays distance are 815m, Log-normal fading 8dB.
Another effect of the slow fading BS-relay link is a fraction of users are
not allocated for one or even many scheduling periods. This worst case scenario
happens when insufficient frequency diversity, slow and deep fading all occur at
once. Typically, if a user is not allocated after Tmax intervals, it is considered
be in resource starvation condition. We call the user to be in deadline condition.
Assuming there is no frequency diversity, the average probability that users in
the system are in deadline condition is shown as a function of Tmax in Fig. 5.9.
On average, the conditional CDF approach and the use of actual CDF result in
severe starvation probability. Moreover, using these methods we can not meet the
targeted allocation for users in a short term manner. Meanwhile, the modified CDF
developed in the paper has very good capability of preventing resource starvation
as shown in Fig. 5.9 and ensures short term fairness. It also offers good system
performance as can be seen in Fig. 5.8, indicating that the tradeoff is made in a
reasonable way.
Power saving scheme
The method developed for ensuring short term fairness has some flexibility.
The auxiliary uniform random variable generated between gl and 1 is generated
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of power saving on the two links of a relay l, with weight
wl = 0.1, distance BS-relay is 815m, relay-user is 50m.
independently and can potentially be coupled with other metrics as discussed next.
As the equivalent SNR on the link BS-relay-user is defined by the minimum SNR
of the two links, using extra power on the better link does not help in increasing
throughput of the communication. Thus, we propose to use the auxiliary random
variable to help reduce transmit power on the better link so that the two links are
still able to support the required transmission rate. This power back-off mechanism
helps to save the power used for the link. Instead of using a totally random
auxiliary variable as in section 5.4.3, we use the CDF of the SNR on the second
hop to create the transition from FZl (gl ) to 1, i.e. users are selected based on the
weighted CDF of FW2,l (x). This results in improved power savings as explained
next. Note that given the SNR on the BS-relay link gl is constant, the overall SNR
of the link is min(gl , x) where x is the instantaneous SNR of the user selected by
relay l. The transmission conditions has two possibilities as described below.
• The x < gl , then the 1st link (BS-relay) can back off its transmit power
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1

where the result is derived using Taylor expansion for FW2,l (x) wl

−1

, similar

to the derivation in appendix 5.6.1. Then, the integration of the exponential
functions is conducted in a straightforward manner.
• The x ≥ gl , the 2nd link (relay-user) can back off its transmit power ρ̂2,l =
gl ρ2,l
.
x

Though the overall SNR can not exceed gl , from a power saving point

of view, it is better if the channel is used when the SNR on the second hop
is large as facilitated by this scheme. The power saving is
Z
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(5.24)
where the exponential integral in the last equation is obtained by applying
[97, 8.211.1].
In Fig. 5.10, we show the percentage of the power saved on two hops of a
relay l with weight wl . The distances BS-relay, relay-user are set 815m and 50m.
When the obtained SNR on the first hop is small, the relay backs off and save
around 90% of its power. On the other hand, when the obtained SNR of the slow
fading hop increases, the BS-relay link can save on its transmit power. When gl is
large, which means the link BS-relay is in good condition, the relay almost always
uses up its power while the BS saves a large portion of its power.
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5.5

Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a thorough analysis of a partial feedback OFDMA

system with either only macro users or with both macro users and users served by
relays. Users in the system are prioritized using weighted CDF based scheduling.
We provide an analytical expression for both the average system throughput and
the distribution of system throughput. When relays are added to provide services
for cell edge users, the difference in time scale on the two hops of each relay is
shown to cause resource starvation for users. A modified version of the weighted
CDF based scheduling is developed to guarantee short term fairness. Due to the
imbalance on the SNR of the two hops of each relay, we also propose a scheme to
back off transmit power on either of the hops to save the overall power used on
the links of the relay.
The text of this chapter, in full, is a reprint of the paper [101], Anh H.
Nguyen, Yichao Huang and Bhaskar D. Rao Weighted CDF based scheduling for
OFDMA relay downlink with partial feedback, that is being prepared for publication on IEEE Transaction on Wireless Communications. The dissertation author
is the primary researcher and author, and the co-authors listed in this publication
collaborated and supervised the research constitutes this chapter.

5.6
5.6.1

Appendices
CDF and PDF of system’s throughput
Herein, we consider the nontrivial proof of (5.8), when αl 6= 1. The case

αl = 1 is straight forward and no further expansion is needed.
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∞
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∞
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(e)
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P
αl
i
αl
= 0. We have (d) by
where we have (c) as 1 + ∞
i=1 ( i ) (−1) = (1 − 1)
P∞ α l Pi
P
P
∞
∞
αl
i−t
i
replacing i=1 ( i ) t=1 ( ti ) (−1)i−t FYk (x)t =
FYk (x)t
t=1
i=t ( i ) ( t ) (−1)
P
αl
i−t
i
and set e3 (αl , t) = ∞
. Finally, we apply [97, 0.314] to get (e)
i=t ( i ) ( t ) (−1)
P
min(M −1,m)
(kt − m + k)e1 (k)e2 (m − k).
with e2 (0) = e1 (0)t and e2 (m) = me11 (0) k=1
The PDF of the SNR on the link to the selected user is obtained by taking the
derivative of the CDF.

5.6.2

The uniqueness of the found weight w
We have assumed that a suitable function Φ(w), which has derivative φ(w),

has been constructed. This can be done by integrating φ(w) but an explicit form
is not needed. If φ0 (w) is positive definite, then Φ(w) is convex and has a unique
minimizer corresponded to the zero of φ(w). As a consequence, the found zero of
φ(w) is unique.
From (5.5), the probability of the selection of user k is summed over all
possible set of feedback π(Sr ). As sum of positive definite matrices is positive

T
wK
w1
definite, we need to show the derivative of every component PK w , . . . , PK w
j=1

j

j=1

j
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is positive definite
Pr{kr∗

= k} =



wk

X
P

j∈Sr

π(Sr |k∈Sr )

wk

X

=

wj

P

j∈Sr

π(Sr |k∈Sr )

wj

M
N

|Sr | 

M
1−
N

K−|Sr |

θSr .

(5.26)

We want to show the positive definiteness of the K × K matrix by showing the
positive semi-definite of all sub-matrices. For each Sr , the derivative is a K × K
P
size matrix which have the diagonal elements (k, k) equal (P 1 wj )2 K
j=1;j6=k wj ,
j∈Sr

the off-diagonal elements equal − (P

1
j∈Sr

w if k, l ∈ Sr and 0 otherwise. Let
wj )2 k

L = |Sr |, and we consider the sub-matrix A of size L × L where the elements are
from the nonzero elements of the derivative matrix which are at position k, l with
k, l ∈ Sr . We ignore the multiplication factor (P 1 wj )2 as it does not change the
P j∈Sr
positive definiteness of the matrix. Let a = j∈Sr wj . We find the determinant of
any sub matrix of A by using the following step
a−w1
−w1
−w1
−w1

−w2
a−w2
−w2
−w2

−w3
−w3
a−w3
−w3

−w4
−w4
−w4
a−w4

=

a−w1 −w2 −w3 −w4
−a
a
0
0
−a
0
a
0
−a
0
0
a

=

â
−a
−a
−a

0
a
0
0

0
0
a
0

0
0
0
a

.

(5.27)

where in the 1st step, we subtract the 1st row from all rows except for the 1st.
wl
a

value of row l = 2, 3, 4 to the 1st row, and we have â = a−w1 −
P
P
w2 − w3 − w4 . Replacing a with a = j∈Sr wj , we have â = j∈Sr ;j6=1,2,3,4 wj ≥ 0.
Then, we add the

As the resulting lower triangular matrix has all diagonal element greater than or
equal to zero, it is a semi-positive determinant. All sub-matrix has semi-positive
determinant. The largest size sub-matrix A has zero determinant as for this matrix
â = 0. Using Sylvester’s criterion, matrix A is positive semi-definite.
As linear combination of positive definite matrices is positive definite, 2nd
derivative of Φ(w) is positive definite. Thus, Φ(w) is convex and the found root
w is the unique root.
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Table 5.2: A single cell multiuser system: the parameters used for the
experiments.
BS TX maximum power
47 dBm
Relay TX maximum power
30 dBm [102]
BS-relay channel model
IEEE 802.16j, Type H [96]
BS-user channel model
IEEE 802.16j, Type E [96]
Relay-user channel model
IEEE 802.16j, Type E [96]
Cell radius
876 m
Carrier frequency
2 GHz
Noise power
−144 dBW
Mobile height
1m
Relay height
15 m
BS height
30 m
Propagation environment
Urban

5.6.3

Simulation Model
To illustrate our results, we use a channel model similar to that in [96] and

[100]. The parameters are summarized in Table 5.2 for easy reference.

Chapter 6
Novel Partial Feedback Schemes
and their evaluation in an
OFDMA system with CDF based
scheduling
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In an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) system,
cumulative distribution function (CDF) based scheduling can be applied to prioritize users. In such a wideband multiuser system, it is essential to reduce the
typically very large feedback requirement. Herein, we consider a system in which
several adjacent highly correlated subcarriers are grouped into a resource block.
Then, the formed resource blocks can be further combined to form subbands, each
consists a certain number of resource blocks. To reduce feedback, three feedback
schemes, which are the opportunistic, the best M and the hybrid schemes, are considered and compared. We provide analytical results which are used to optimally
set feedback parameters to best exploit system resource while still maitain fairness
among users. Beside, the convergence behaviors of the total feedback requirement
of the schemes are also provided. Then, the simulation is conducted to verify the
tradeoff between feedback reduction and system performance. The experiments
also show the optimal hybrid and opportunistic schemes are identical and result
in the least feedback requirement.

6.1

Introduction
In wireless communications, OFDMA is a widely used technique in wide-

band systems as it can efficiently combat against frequency selective fading. In
order to exploit multiuser diversity as well as conduct scheduling techniques, the
base station (BS) needs knowledge of the channels to the users, which is obtained
through feedback [23]. Due to scheduling policy, the BS assign each resource block
for a user. The user to be selected for resource, has highest channel quality in
opportunistic scheduling or already has its periodically predetermined allocation
in round robin scheduling. These two methods, one favors the user with the best
channel condition while the other can not efficiently exploit multiuser diversity
which causes loss in system performance. Thus, a scheduling policy that exploits
multiuser diversity while maintain fairness among users, is desirable.
CDF based scheduling first proposed in [21] is shown to be able to control
precisely allocation for each of the users. Unlike proportional fair scheduling in
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which system performance is hard to analyze due to the mutual dependance in the
selection of users, in CDF based scheduling throughput of the user can be decoupled
and hence analytically tractable. The performance of CDF based scheduling is
further investigated under best M feedback in [49]. Both of the two works in
[21, 49] assume explicit feedback information at the BS.
Though perfect feedback is desirable, such feedback requirement is impractical and requires a huge amount of system resource to obtain. In real system,
only imperfect or partial feedback [83, 103] can be obtained at the BS. To reduce
feedback a threshold based feedback is proposed in [71] and a contention based
feedback scheme [104]. In [85], several feedback schemes are shown to have influence on both feedback requirement and system performance. Moreover, the
selection of feedback parameters such as the threshold in the sequential scheme
and the feedback rate in contention scheme are very important. In [72], system
performance is analyzed under the assumptions of partial feedback and erroneous
feedback.
In [105], performance of different feedback schemes are investigated. Under
the constraint on the availability of feedback at the BS, parameters of the feedback
schemes are set up in order to best reduce feedback requirements [105, 106]. The
system throughput with quantized feedback under a M-QAM technique is evaluated in [107]. Beside, performance of OFDMA system using best M feedback
scheme is carefully analyzed in [84]. Based on channel characteristic, grouping
multiple resource blocks into a subband can further reduce feedback requirement
[68] with the tradeoff in a slight reduction in system throughput. Meanwhile the
performance analysis of the CDF-based scheduling in a generic multicell is first provided in [48]. Motivated from the context of these works, we consider an OFDMA
downlink system wherein we are able to control fairness among users, and best
exploit multiuser diversity with the help CDF based scheduling. The needed channel information is obtained from the users through feedback. We group resource
blocks to reduce feedback, and examine performance of different feedback schemes
which are opportunistic, best M and hybrid scheme. Then, the optimal parameters for the schemes are derived which help compare and pick up the best scheme.
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Finally, the convergence behavior of the feedback requirement corresponded to the
feedback schemes when number of users go to infinity is observed. Interestingly,
the derived analytical formula shows when the number of users goes to infinity,
the feedback requirement of the opportunistic and hybrid schemes converge to a
certain value.

6.2

System model
We consider an OFDMA downlink system where the bandwidth is divided

into Nc sub-carriers. The BS with a single antenna communicates with K users,
each has a single antenna. In this work, we consider a delay spread wide band
channels with L taps. Then, we obtain N equivalent channels in frequency domain

hk,r =

L−1
X
l=0



j2πlr
,
σl Fk,l exp −
Nc

(6.1)

where hk,r is the channel to user k on resource block r, L is the number of taps, and
σl for l = 0, . . . , L − 1 represents the channel power delay profile and is normalized
PL−1 2
l=0 σl = 1. The variable Fk,l denotes the discrete time channel impulse response,
which is a complex Gaussian distributed random process with zero mean and unit
variance CN (0, 1) and is i.i.d. across k and l.
As the channel on the resource blocks are typically correlated, Rc adjacent
sub-carriers are grouped into a resource blocks. Then, η adjacent resource blocks
can be grouped into a subband to reduce feedback [68]. The value of η depends
on channel characteristic as if the channels are highly correlated, η can be chosen
large. Beside, when η gets larger, the error in the fed back channel information
becomes larger which degrade system performances. This way, the system has
N=

Nc
Rc

resource blocks and

N
η

subbands.

The average channel throughput on a subband r is defined [68] by
rηRc

Sk,r =

X
n=(r−1)ηRc +1


log2 1 + ρ|hk,r |2 ,

(6.2)
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where ρ is the transmit SNR, assuming the pathloss is already compensated by
the BS. From now on, we consider Sk,r as the representation of channel to user k
on subband r in the analysis because of the one-one mapping between it and the
corresponded average SNR.
On each subband r, the BS select one among the fed back users based on the
CDF based scheduling [21, 68]. We denote Zk a random variable which represents
the achievable throughput to user k. Assume the BS has the fed back achievable
throughput xk on the link to user k, it obtains the corresponding CDF of that
throughput FZk (xk ). To support priorities, each user k is assigned a weight wk
P
proportioned to its priority with K
k=1 wk = 1. Using CDF based scheduling, the
BS will assign this subband r to the user with highest value of weighted CDF.
1

kr∗ = arg max FZk (xk ) wk .

(6.3)

k

To further reduce feedback, three feedback schemes which are the opportunistic, best M and the hybrid scheme are considered in the followed sub-sections.

6.2.1

Partial opportunistic feedback
As the analysis on channels on the resource blocks in an OFDMA system

are similar, we analyze feedback behavior of user on an arbitrary subband r. In
CDF based scheduling [21], a user k is selected if it has the highest weighted CDF
1

FZk,r (x) wk . From the CDF of the SNR of user k when it is selected [49], the
corresponding CDF of the throughput is
FZk,r |k∗ =k (x) = FZk,r (x)
where

PK

j=1

PK
j=1 wj
wk

1

= FZk,r (x) wk ,

(6.4)

wj = 1.

In opportunistic scheduling, users feed back the achievable throughput only
when the weighted CDF of the throughput of a user k is greater than a certain
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threshold.
1

1

FZk,r (xk ) wk ≥ const = FZk,r (γk∗ ) wk

∀k = 1, . . . , K,

(6.5)

In CDF based scheduling, we do not assign the same threshold for all the users
but assign each user k a distinct threshold γk∗ . These throughput thresholds of
1

users are assigned so that their weighted CDF have the same value FZk,r (γk∗ ) wk =
wj

1

FZj,r (γj∗ ) wj , which then allows us to obtain FZj,r (γj∗ ) = FZk,r (γk∗ ) wk for all user
j = 1, . . . , K. As a user k does not feed back with probability P r{xk < γk∗ } =
FZk,r (xk ), the threshold is selected so probability there are no user to feed back is
negligible (smaller than ).
K
Y

1

FZj,r (γj∗ ) = FZk,r (γk∗ ) wk ≤ .

(6.6)

j=1

Based on system requirement , the corresponding threshold can be found
γk∗ = FZ−1
(wk ) ∀k = 1, . . . , K.
k,r

(6.7)

Lemma 1. When the number of user K goes to infinity, there is an infinite number
of users whose weights approach 0 and there is a finite number of users whose
weights does not approach 0.
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction.
Assume there is a set T0 contains a finite number of users K0 = |T0 | whose
weights approach 0, and a set T1 contains an infinite number of users K1 = |T \T0 | =
K − K0 whose weights are greater than 0.
For users in T1 , there exists a value wmin > 0 such that all these weights are
P
P
larger than wmin . Then, K
k=1 wk ≥
j∈T1 wj ≥ K1 wmin = ∞ which contradicts
PK
k=1 wk = 1.
Thus, K1 is finite and hence, K0 = K − K1 is infinite.

Proposition 5. The total amount of feedback in the system when the number of
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user K → ∞ is
Nf b =

N 1 N X
ln +
(1 − wk + wk ln ),
η

η k∈T
1

where 0 <  < 1 is the probability there is no user to provide feedback.
Proof. A user k only feeds back when its SNR is greater than the threshold SNR γk
defined in equation (6.7). As probability that user k to feed back is 1 − FZk,r (γk∗ ),
the average total number of feedback is

Nf b

K
K
 NX
NX
∗
=
1 − FZk,r (γk ) =
(1 − wk )
η k=1
η k=1

(6.8)

Because there are infinite number of users whose weights approach 0 when K → ∞
as in Lemma 1, we consider two groups of users, one with constant weights and
the other with weights approach 0. For any the user k with wk → 0, we can
approximate wk = ewk ln  = 1 + wk ln  + O(wk2 ). Then, we have
K
NX
(1 − wk )
η k=1
N X
N X
=−
wk ln  +
(1 − wk )
η k∈T
η k∈T
0
1
N 1 N X
ln +
(1 − wk + wk ln ).
=
η

η k∈T

Nf b =

1

In the extreme case where all the users have comparable weights or equivalently, there is no user with weight greater than 0, the total amount of feedback
converges to a constant

6.2.2

N
η

ln 1 .

Best M feedback
Probability user k to feedback its CQI on a resource block r is

Mη
.
N

The

BS upon receiving feedback from the users will select a user using the CDF based
scheduling. Herein, A denotes the set of users to provide feedback and 1A (k)
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denotes the presence of user k in A. The probability user k is selected is [49]
P r{k ∗ = k}
=

1A (k)wk

X

PK

j=1

π(A)

1A (j)wj



Mη
N

m 
K−m
Mη
1−
,
N

(6.9)

where 1A (k) is an indicator function which shows if user k in the set of users to
provide feedback on the considering resource block, m = |A| is the total number
of users to provide feedback. Where π(A) represents all possible set of users to
provide feedback.
To ensure negligible probability that there is no user to feed back, we choose



1
Mη K
N
K
≤ . Equivalently, M ≥ η 1 −  .
M so that 1 − N
We also set the constraint that each user feeds back CQI of at least one
resource block. Thus, we have


1
N
1 − K
M ≥ max 1,
.
η

(6.10)

Given , this equation allows us to choose the smallest M to minimize feedback
requirement of the system.
Proposition 6. The total number of feedback in best M feedback strategy when
the number of user K goes to infinity is Nf b = K.


1
Proof. As limK→∞ Nη 1 −  K = 0, combined with equation (6.10) we have M =
1. Thus, the total number of feedback is Nf b = KM = K.

6.2.3

Hybrid feedback
In this scheme, we combine best M scheme and opportunistic feedback

schemes. Each user select the best M among

N
η

CQI on all of its sub-bands.

Probability the CQI on a sub-band r is among the best M CQI of user k is
Mη
.
N

User k will feedback when the CQI xk greater than the threshold γk∗ . The

probability a user k to provide feedback on this sub-band is

Mη
(1
N

− FYk,r (γk∗ )).
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Figure 6.1: Normalized feedback requirement as a function of number of users,
given  = 10−3 , η = 1.

Then, the average total feedback of the system is

Nf b =

K
X

wj

M (1 − FYk,r (γk∗ ) wk )

j=1

= KM − M

K
X

wj

FYk,r (γk∗ ) wk ,

(6.11)

j=1

where Yk,r represents the throughput of the best M throughput on the sub-bands
of user k.
We want to minimize the total system feedback while satisfying the constraint on the probability that there is no user to provide feedback. Probability
a user k not to provide feedback is 1 −

Mη
(1
N

− FYk,r (γk∗ )). Then, we have the

probability that there is no user to feed back must be smaller than 

K 
wj
Y
Mη
∗ wk
1−
(1 − FYj,r (γk ) ) ≤ ,
N
j=1

(6.12)

where the thresholds γk∗ of users k = 1, . . . , K are chosen similar to equation (6.5).
We then minimize the amount of feedback with the discussed constraints as in the
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following optimization problem

min
∗ ∗

M ,γk

KM − M

K
X

wj

FYk,r (γk∗ ) wk

j=1

s.t. 1 ≤ M ≤
K 
Y
j=1

N
η


wj
Mη
∗ wk
(1 − FYj,r (γk ) ) ≤ 
1−
N

(6.13)

Using an mixed integer nonlinear optimization solver [108], we find the optimal
value M and γk∗ for user k = 1, . . . , K.

6.3

Simulation results
In the simulation, we consider a system with Nc = 256 subcarriers, where

each Rc = 8 adjacent subcarriers are grouped into a resource block. Thus, there
are N =

Nc
Rc

= 32 resource blocks. The number of taps in the delay spread channels

is L = 16, δ = 4, the transmit SNR ρ = 10 dB. The subbands are sizeable and
consist of 1 to 4 resource blocks.
In figure 6.1, the feedback requirement normalized by full feedback as a
function of number of users are shown. In this experiment,  = 10−3 and each
subband has only η = 1 resource blocks. When number of users increases, the full
feedback requirement N K increases linearly with K. System feedback requirement
of these schemes though increase but does increase with a slower rate in comparison to the full feedback case. The normalized feedback requirement shows the
opportunistic and the hybrid schemes require least feedback. In our experiments,
the optimization for parameters of the hybrid scheme results in the full feedback
M = N and the corresponding thresholds for all the users. In fact, the hybrid
scheme is equivalent to the opportunistic scheme.
In figure 6.2, feedback requirement as a function of  is shown. In this
experiment, the number of users K = 20 and η = 1 are fixed. When  increases,
the system requires less feedback as the condition on the probability that there
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Figure 6.2: Normalized feedback requirement as a function of , given K = 20,
η = 1.

is at least one feedback is easier to be satisfied. The hybrid and opportunistic
schemes also outperform the optimized best M method. Unlike in [105] where
the value M in best M method is fixed, we optimize value of M so the feedback
requirement is minimized but still guarantee the probability there is no feedback
at the BS is smaller than .
Average system throughput as a function of  is considered in figure 6.3.
We choose the hybrid scheme which is equivalent to the opportunistic scheme and
is the optimal one to be investigated. The three curves correspond to three value
of η = 1, 2 and 4. From the figure, the average system throughput slightly reduces
when  increases. This can be understood as the direct consequence of the intended
reduction in the number of fed back CQI when  increases. Moreover, when we
group more resource blocks into a subband, the performance reduces. The reason
is the rate of a subband is the average rate of η resource blocks. Using the average
rate, we can not exploit the diversity in frequency dimension of these η resource
blocks which causes the observed loss in system throughput as reflexed in figure
6.3 .
In figures 6.3 and 6.4, we consider the dependence of system throughput and
the total feedback requirement on η. When η increases, average system throughput
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Figure 6.3: Hybrid scheme: average throughput as a function of , given K = 20.

decreases as more correlated resource blocks are grouped which decreases the quality of fed back information as well as the diversity in frequency dimension of the
channel. Herein, the feedback requirement is reduced linearly with the reduction
in the number of sub-bands. Furthermore, the CQI thresholding method helps
further reduce system feedback requirement.
In figure 6.5, system throughput as a function of  with different values of
delay spread L is shown. When L increases, system throughput slightly decreases
due to the loss in the capability of exploiting the diversity in frequency dimension
of the channels of users. With different value of L, when  increases, the feedback
requirement reduces with the tradeoff in the decrement in system performance.

6.4

Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate performance of different feedback schemes

which are the opportunistic, best M and hybrid scheme, in an OFDMA system
applying CDF based scheduling. The threshold as well as the value of M are
optimized based on the requirement on the probability of feedback availability at
the BS on each resource block. Suitably selecting feedback parameters helps significantly reduce the overall feedback requirement of the system while the fairness
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Figure 6.4: Hybrid scheme: normalized feedback requirement as a function of ,
given K = 20.

among users and good system throughput are still maintained. The analysis and
simulation show when the number of users increases, or the requirement on feedback availability at the BS decreases, or the delay spread of the wideband channel
decreases, feedback parameters can be suitably set so to further reduce the feedback requirement of the system. The simulation shows that the optimized hybrid
scheme is identical to the optimized opportunistic scheme. Numerically, these two
schemes can obtain higher system throughput than the best M scheme does.
The text of this chapter, in full, is a reprint of the paper [99], Anh H.
Nguyen, Yichao Huang and Bhaskar D. Rao Novel partial feedback schemes and
their evaluation in an OFDMA system with CDF based scheduling, that has been
published in Asilomar Conference, 2013. The dissertation author is the primary
researcher and author, and the co-authors listed in this publication collaborated
and supervised the research constitutes this chapter.
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Figure 6.5: Hybrid scheme: throughput as a function of  with different delay
spread L, given K = 20, and η = 1.
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7.1

Conclusions
In this dissertation, we study the problem of multi-user diversity and fair

resource allocation in wireless networks. In Chapter II, we studied multi-user diversity in wireless systems. As there are multiple users in the system with very
different channel conditions, choosing a user with good channel condition is beneficial to overall system performance. Yet in a multiple-antennas system, user
selection in one spatial mode affects the followed to be selected users as there is
mutual interference between users as their channels are not perfectly orthogonal.
The complexity grows with the size of the system, which is proportional to the
number of users and number of antennas. To simplify the process, we developed
the Greedy user selection algorithm to choose a reasonably good set of users for
communication with the BS. We then proposed committee machine and evolutionary approaches to further improve the quality of the set of selected users. It is
numerically shown the performance of our selection schemes approaches the performance of an exhaustive search. But because we truncate the search space in each
step, my selection schemes have much lower complexity even with the committee
machine and evolutionary approaches.
We have successfully developed classes of CDF scheduling algorithms which
can be applied to real systems. The NPCS class of algorithms work efficiently
without requiring prior knowledge of channel distribution. This means we do not
need to worry about the transmission environment with various factors such as
LoS/NLoS, surrounding objects, and so on. The algorithms remember channel
information from the previous time interval and use this collected knowledge directly for scheduling purposes. In this type of algorithms, NPCS-2 is shown to
be optimal in term of overall system throughput. Interestingly, these algorithms
often compare favorably with a widely-used PF scheduling algorithm. When the
transmission channel can be modeled, we propose using PCS algorithms, which
effectively learn the parameters of the channel distribution functions and use these
parameters to calculate the CDF scheduling metric.
Furthermore, CDF scheduling algorithms for discrete rate transmission are
also developed. Because only discrete transmission rate is used in real systems, the
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throughput metric used in developing NPCS algorithms cannot be used directly in
practical systems. Instead, the newly-developed algorithms incorporate a discrete
transmission rate and limited feedback resources in their working procedures. The
study shows that the algorithms can achieve the highest possible throughput and
still satisfy the constrained feedback availability. Additionally, the algorithms can
be customized for each individual user in order to maximally exploit the diversity
in channel distribution of users.
We then analyze the performance of the CDF scheduling in an OFDMA
system with either macro users, relay users, or both macro and relay users. In
this system, partial feedback is assumed where each user feeds back only the best
M among the CQI on all resource blocks. The study finds that applied partial
feedback scheme alters the allocation for users. Because of this, we propose a
remedy that adjusts users weights to guarantee proportional allocation for all users.
When relays are incorporated into the system, the resource starvation phenomenon
is observed due to the difference in coherent time on the two links between the BS
and a relay, and between the relay and a user. To deal with resource starvation, we
propose interpolating the CDF of user channels, which will help improve short-term
fairness among users.
Though my study carefully investigates partial feedback in an OFDMA
system, it is still unclear whether the feedback system is optimal or not. To
address this question, I pursue a study on different feedback schemes for multi-user
system applying CDF scheduling. The feedback schemes are thresholding, best M,
and a combination of the two schemes, named the hybrid scheme. My numerical
experiments show that among these schemes, the thresholding and the optimized
hybrid scheme are identical. The objective is the overall feedback requirement,with
a constraint on the feedback availability on each sub-carrier.
This thesis studies and solves the problem of fair resource allocation and
multi-user diversity. We suggest exploiting multi-user diversity to maximize system performance. The first developed scheduling methods are able to exploit the
channel distribution functions for a scheduling purpose. These algorithms are
simple and able to control user fairness and priorities. They offer performance su-
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periority in comparison to existing methods. We also developed methods so that
the algorithms can be applied to real networks with more practical factors such
as channel-coherent time, channel correlation, discrete rate transmission, and the
availability of partial feedback.

7.2

Ongoing works
We recommend further research into how CDF scheduling works in tempo-

rally correlated channels. Intuitively, it makes sense that when a good channel is
temporally correlated, it is likely to remain good in the next scheduling interval.
Similarly, a bad channel remains bad. This causes a user with bad channel conditions to wait a long time until it can be allocated again. To prevent this resource
starvation effect, I propose de-correlating users channels before scheduling. The
proposed method has been shown to effectively prevent starvation with a small
throughput tradeoff.
Another unanswered question is how CDF scheduling works in real systems where each user has QoS requirement. Until now, we have always assumed
that each user has been assigned a suitable weight. In fact, users only give us requirements on throughput and QoS associated with the using applications. Future
researchers need to develop ways to determine corresponding weight for the users.
The assigned weights must capture the users throughput and QoS. The system
must also define how to admit users so it can work stably.
Other possible topics can be listed as follows
1. Using CDF scheduling in a MIMO system is difficult. It is not easy to observe
the distribution of SNR on a channel that corresponds to a spatial mode of
a random channel matrix. Because of this, it seems that CDF scheduling is
not ready to be applied on MIMO systems. It is even harder if the elements
of the random channel matrix have different distribution, which depend on
types of fading and the locations of users.
2. The performance of the developed algorithms needs to be evaluated in a
changing environment. Channel statistics are not stable, but change over
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time due to the users movement. A user can be served by a macro BS, or
can enter the serving area of a smaller cell. In this case, it is desirable to
find remedies that effectively switch the connections but still maintain users
priority.
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